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Posture and motion, two essential features of locomotion, should not be seen as the endpoints of a 
linear scale. ~,Iotion can be seeu as adynamie pattern of subsequent postures whereas posture can 
be seen as a state of Illotion 'condensed' to a level where 110 activity of the bod}' eau be seen. Of 
course never a complete state of'no acti\'ity' is reached, unless in the deceased. 
In normal daily living, we just accept posture and motion. However, in case of pain or d}'sfunction 
we need a doser inspection. Mostly, illjuries to the locomotor system are self-limiting since OlIr 
body has an enorl11ouS capacity of self healing. Exdusively when the situatioll becOInes serious, assi-
stance of an expert is needed, e.g. a general practitioner, an orthopaedie surgeon or a physiothera-
pist. In treating d)'sfunction of ~he locomotor system two points of view have to be discussed: the 
clinical-practical and the scientific-theoretical. In both vie\\'s Anatolll}' plays au important role, 
although the questions asked in these disciplines are different. 
Firstly, there is the clinical-practical point of view. In treating patients with pain or dysfunction of 
the locomotor system, the attention is often focused ou the localisation of the structure causing the _ 
pain. Since the question is asked Whal structure is injured , topogmphical (ml/tomy pla)'s an impor-
tant role in the localisation of the injured structure. For structural damage and subsequent surgical 
treatment this line of thought is relevant but in man)' cases na structural pathology can be found 
while the patient is complaining of pain and dysfunction, sometimes during a very long period. In 
other cases structural damage is found and treated but complaints recur and become chronie. In 
these cases questions like: Why is this structure injured and HolI' can rdnjur}' be prevented must be 
answered. Then, 1.1 more scientific- theoretical approach is lleeded. Ftmctionallllwtolll)' and the clo-
sely related biomechanics can pIa}' an important role in finding an answer to these questions. These 
different approaches can be illustrated by looking at the treatlllent of inversion trauma and chronic 
instability of the ankle caused by iuversion trauma. 
In the clinieal-practicalline of thought posture and motion are often 'trallslated' in two close1y rela-
ted aspects of posture and lllotion: joint sll/bility and joint llIol1ilit)'. 
Generally ankle stability is thought to be based on intact joint capsule and ligalllents. After iuversion 
trauma stretched or torn ligalllents are supposed to be the cause of the instabilit)'. Treatments, 
varying from tape bandages to reconstructive surgery ofligaments, focus on the healing of anatomi-
cal structures. These treatments are usuall}' effective, but in about 30% of the cases patients keep 
complaining about instability of the aukle, reiujnr}', fear of 'giving way: and fear of reinjllr)'I,1,3. 
Since the collagen of the ligaments is structurall}' healed and restored to its original strength within 
6-12 weeks, there must be (something else' callsiug chronicit)' of the injury. For dynamic stabilisa-
tion of the ankle leg muscles are better sllited for the task. However, muscles have to be timel}' 
recruited. This implicates the central and peripheral part of the nervous system. Here the concept of 
the arthro kil/etic reflexes4 , also called: joint protectillg reflexes, offers a useful model. The receptors 
for these reflexes are contaiIled in capsule, ligaments and mnscles (proprioceptors). The afferent aud 
efferent links of the reflexes are contained in the nerves of the ankle joint (the peroneall1erves). 
Central processing occurs in the spinal cord and higher parts of the nen'ollS systel11 (brainstem, 
cerebellum, cerebral cortex etc.) 
The situation is rather complex sillce a trauma, like au inversion trauma, has widespread effects. 
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As shown by alterations in the Electrom}'ogram (EMG) of the gluteal l11uscles5 and alterations of 
motor nerve conduction vdocity (mncv) of the contralateral deep peroneal nen'c (th is thesis, 
chapter 6) other joint regions of the ipsi- and contralateral extremit)' have to be taken into account. 
All structures involved can be considered as aspecific cause of pain and d)'sfunction but more 
importantl)' is their interaction. Before the trauma, all structures call be assumed to function in a 
more or less hannonious and coordinated way, creating joint stability. At a certain moment this 
situation obviollSly changed, and as aresuit the ligaments were damaged: inversion trauma. In 
inversion trauma the ligaments are the 'vietims' of abnormalloading, or of a systcm (tcmporarily) 
out of ordcr. The ligaments should not be seen as the primar)' cause of the trauma but as the wca-
kest link in a set of structures involved in a chaiu of events leading to au inversion trauma. The 
cmphasis in the qucstion: Whl' are thc ligaments injurcd should be transposed to: Wh}' are the liga-
mellts injured. Each structure must be analysed on its specific qualitati\'e and quantitati"c contribu-
tion, otherwise there is the risk of ullderestimatillg the role of one essentiallink. For instance when 
onl}' the ligaments are considered, adequate treatment of an inversion trauma can, uevertheless, 
result in chronie complaints of pain and instability . 
In this thesis the concept of the arthro kinetie reflex is taken as the basis for the analysis of the struc-
tures aud events relevant in establishing posture and joi1lf stability. The attention is focused on the 
peroneal nerves, their role in maintaining ankle joint stability and their possibIe role in the origin of 
chranic ankle instability. Several qucstions will be dealt with. Firstl}', an attcmpt is made to answcr 
the question whcther the peripheral nerves arouud the ankle can be injured during Ï1wersion 
trauma and why. For this purpose, a model is formulated of the chaill of events during iuvcrsion 
trauma. Secondly, we wanted to know whether a relationship exists between inversion trauma aud 
functional deficit of the peroneal nerve. For this purpose a clinical trial was perfoflned. Finally, we 
attempted to [md an answer to the question whether a causal relationship exists between inversion 
trauma and fllllctional deficit of the peroncal nen'c. For this purpose we pcrfofIlled a prospecti\'e 
clinical trial in whieh pre trauma motor nen'e conduct ion wlocity (mIlcv) vahles could be compa-
red with post trauma values. 
Concenullg the other aspects of thc locomotor system, l1Iotioll lI11d joi1lf mobility the periphcral 
nerves also pla)' all essential role. Again the linear wa)' of thinking in which mobility and stability 
are seell as endpoints on a scale should be subject of discussion. J'v[obility and stability can be seen as 
expressions of continuously changing situations: joints being stabie until the next movcment. 
However, there must be a certain degree of stability duringjoint motion. In the prcceding paragraph 
structures of the (non Iinear) locomotor system were discllssed in the context of stability, here the 
same elements return. In 1965 the American Academy of Orthopaedie Surgeons (AAOS), dealing 
with joint mobility, proposed a methad to assess the Range of j\'Iotion (RoM) of all the joints of the 
extremities6• The maximal RoM aroUIld thc relevant rotational axes is defined for cach joint. 
Nowadays their booklet is used as a worldwide 'golden standard: Although it is realised that in same 
cases decrease in RoM is caused by muscle spasm or contracture, usually changes in the ligaments 
and joint capsule are seen as the major cause of decrease in Ro.t\t In most cases exclusively the aftcc-
ted joint is taken into account. Here the wrist joint is a good example. 
The AAOS defines 70° dorsal flexion and 800 palmar flexion of the wrist as the maximal RoM 
arollnd the transyerse axis. The maximal RoM is defined b}' the joint architecture, capsule, ligamcnts 
aud passing muscles. However, the wrist should not be seen as an isolated cutity. Por example, in 
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normal daily activities, wrist joint motion without finger/elbow or shoulder motion is scldom seen. 
All joints of thc upper e:\1remity function within a complex Jllotion systcm with extensi"e coupling 
of moyements. This coupling has several advantages. For instance, the Ro.l\'1 of the extrcmity aS a 
whole is much larger than that of thc individual joints and thc cxtrcmity can also be used more cftî-
cîcntly. Howeyer, coupling is not without an obvious disadvantage: the mot ion of the extremity can 
be seriously hampered by malfunctiollillg of just one link of thc ehain. There is another, less 
obvious problem. From spÎllal cord to fillgers three major peripheral nefYes pass all joints of the 
extremity. Because of their vlilnerability, passage of a joint is potentially hazardous, especîally in case 
of joints with a large Ro~\'L For several reasons this situation seldom leads to pain or dysfunetion. 
Sunderlal1d7 mel1tions that, in the extremities, the llen'es usually are situated at the flcxor side of 
joints; strctching of thc nerve due to flcxion movemellts is not to be expected. Secondl}', on a 
macroscopicalleyel the nerye has an uudlilating course through the e.\1remit)'. On a microscopical 
level this also holds for the individual axons. Joint mot ion leads to 'unfoldillg the harmonica' and 
henee to smal! or no tension in the nerye. Of course these 'defense' mechanisms have their limits, 
Whell this limit is reached the nerre becomes ovcrstretched <lnd pain and paraesthesia oceur. Here 
nerye length defines the limits of motion and in thc example mentioned above 700 dorsal flexion 
and 800 palmar flexion of the wrist can not be reached without oyerstretching the nen'e, 
Seyeral studies deal with nerve lengthening (see Chapter 1.3). These studies Îl1\'olye basic research as 
weil as clinical trials, For humans i1l t'Îl'O lengthcning data are not ayailable, In the rabbit tibial ncrVC 
conduction block occurred at an elollgation of 12%. At 15% elongation the conduction block was 
irreversiblé. Two questions arise: 
1) Which tensile farces ocwr in peripheral nerves due to postures llscd in narIllal dail)' living alld 
2) Can certain positions of the extrcmities be llsed to selectiyely stretch the major ncrv cs. 
Ta answer the first question, in situ studies on embalmed and unembalmed hllman bodies were per-
fOfllled, B)' using 'buekle' force transdueers, modified for use on peripheral nerves, wc assessed the 
effect of 22 positions of the upper extremity, within the norl11al RoM on tension in three segments 
of the medi<ll1 nervc, Ta answer the sccond qllestion, wc analysed the yalidity of 6 tension tests for 
thc upper extremit)' with two different approaches, In vitro studies on embalmed and unembalmed 
human bodies and <lil in vivo stud}' on healthy yolunteers, 
The principle of nerve stretch as a result of certain movements has been found to be a ustJul tooi in the diagnosis of 
nerve and nerve root lesioIlS. Already in 1864, lasègue proposed the Straight Leg Raisiug (SLR) test for the diagnosis of 
lumbar nerre root lesions9• later, based on anatomieal course aud relation to joint axes of motion, tests for thc 
median, ulnar and radial nerve have been suggC5ted aIlJlogous to tbc SLR10,1l,12. 
We first perfofllled an il/ l'jtro stud)' with 'buekle' force transdllccrs on the median, ulnar and radial 
nerves, Exclusiyely the two test positions suggested for the median nerve turned out to be specifk 
and sensitiye, Secondly, we performed an ill vÎvo study on healthy subjects to analyse functional 
aspects of the h\'o specilîc and sensitiye tests, For this purpose we assessed Somato Sensor}' Evoked 
Potentiallatencies . 
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Literature review 
This review contains a sclection of rele\'ant studies dealing with the effect of tensile forces applied to 
the peripheral ner\'C. The literature presented in table I is restricted to 'modern' Iiteratllre. Older 
literature (e.g. Lasègue,18649 and Bragard,192913 ) is separatell' discllssed in the chapters 4 and 5 
dealing with nerye tension for diagnostie purposes. 
Reyiew of these studies is relevant since their outcomes are confusing and sometimes contradictof)'. 
The source of this confusion and contradietion can be found hl' looking at the speeitie questions 
whieh the authors tried to answer. Frequentll' it turned out to be necessarl' to anal}'se the publi-
cations to reconstruct the questions. Whether sueh questions are still relevant at this time wil! not 
he discllssed here. Scientifie studies call be seen as an attempt to find answers to speciflc questions 
within the context of a current paradigm. 
Just after the second world war, research focllsed on the mechanical aspeets and on morphological 
changes due to e1ongatioll of nerve tissue. Releyant qllestions were: What is the maximal e1ongatiol1 
which can be obtained by appl}'ing tensile loads on nen'e tissue, What is the elastic limit of nerre 
tissue and \Vhat happens be)'Olld this limit. 
Generally the aim of these studies was to know over which distance a nerye could he sutured and 
again stretched without serions damage ta the proximal and distal stump. The first stud)' referred to 
in table I starts with : 'Reports of nerye injllries resulting from war wounds frequentl)' include eyi-
dence of damage to peripheral neryes without lass of anatomic continuity' H. Attempts to answer 
the question: Whell (at what stresses or strains) is the nerve contLnuity aetually lost? lead to so 
called 'faillIre tests: Althollgh in a Iimited number of studies clinical aspects of nerve function are 
mentioned, most early studies focus on morphological changes due to tensile stress. 
The stress-strain cun'e of nerve tissue became a central tooi in analysing the effects of tensile 
forees I5,16,17. 
Since 1970, studies concentrated on questions like \\11at happens to the nerve cOl1duetion due to 
stretch. At first, alterations in the nemal micro cireulation were used as a parameterl8 • Subsequently, 
ner\'e conduction parameters (Compound nerve action potential (cnap), compound muscle action 
patential (cmap) and nerve conduetion vdoeit)' (ney) were used to evaluate the effects of e1onga-
tion!9,8,20. The reason to perform these studies remained the same: optimising the result of surgery. 
The chapters of this thesis foeuss on tluee other questions concerning nerve stretch: 
1) What is the tensile force distribution in the median nen'e as a result of positions of the tIpper 
extremÎty within the Hormal Rol\H 
2) Can certain positions of the upper extremity he used as valid llerve stretch tests in the diagnosis 
of nerve and plexus lesians? 
3) Call certain extreme l110\'ements (inyersion trauma) cause a flll1ction defieit in peripheral nerves 
(peroneal ner\'es). 
Re 1) To OUT knowiedge, no studies hayc been performcd to analyse tensilc force distriblltion in 
peripheralnerves. 
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Re 2) Apart from older papers of Lasègue and Bragard, this subject has not been thoroughly 
studied and mostl)' the results have not been published in peer reviewed and/or accessible journals. 
Although ten sion tests of the nen'es of the upper extremity based on their anatomical course are 
described in the respected textbook of'von 1anz und Wachsmuth' as earl)' as 195710, fundamental 
data on tensile force distribution are lackingj onl)' empirical data have been presentedll ,12. 
Re 3) Several studies deal with peroneal nerve pais)' related to inversion trauma21 -25 . However, the 
reports were on a case presentation basis and except for one single case stud)'H no detailed nen'e 
conduction studies were performed. 
Ontline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 deals with the rationale of the use of embalmed human bodies for comparative tensile 
force studies on peripheral nerye tension. 
In ClUlpter 3 the results are presented of all anatomical - biomechanical stud}' on embalmed human 
bodies. In this stud}' a detailed description is gÎven of the method of ;11 vitro tensile force measure-
ments on peripheral nen'es. Ta assess tensi1e forces in Ûle mediaIl llen'e. 'buckle' force transducers 
modified for llse on peripheral nerves were used. Tellsile forces in the median nerve due to positions 
of the upper extremit)' within the normal Roi\'l are analysed. 
In C/ltlpter 4 six nerve tension tests for diagnosing nerve(root) lesions are analysed on their validit)'. 
1blsile force distribution in the median, ulnar and radial nerye as weIl as in the medial, lateral and 
posterior cord was taken as an outcome variabie to jlldge the specificit)' and sclecti\'ity of these tests. 
C/Ulpter 5 concerns part two of the stud}' 'Upper limb tension tests in the diagnosis of nerve and 
plexus lesions' (chapter 4 forms part one). In part one of the stud}' it was shown that onl}' the 
median nerve Upper limb tension tests (UIJT and ULTT +) were mlid on the basis of tensile force 
distribution. Logicall)'. in the secOIld part of the stud)' presented here, on]-r the functional aspects of 
the median nerye tests were analysed. latencics of Somato Sensor}' Evoked Potentials were taken as 
an outcome yariable to observe whcther changes in nerve function occur due to the median nen'e 
ULTT and ULTT+. 
In Clwpter 6 the effects of tensilc forces on peripheral nen'es be}'ond the limits of ph)'siology is dis-
cussed, The results of a clinical trial are presented showing the relation between inversion trauma 
and fUllction deficit of the perOileal nerves. A model is presellted based on the course of the perone-
al nen'es with respect to the transverse and sagittal axes of the joint(s) and mechanical aspects of 
inyersion trauma. From the model and the reslilts of the clinical trial we hypothesised a traction 
lesion of the peroneal nerves due to inversion trauma. However, because pre injur)' mney values 
were not ayailable it was not possible to draw conclusions about a c{/l/Snl relatiol1ship beh\Teen Î1wer-
sion trauma and function deficit of the peroneal nen'e. 
Chnpter 7 contains the results of a prospecth'e clinical trial on the surmised causal relationship 
betweell inyersion trauma and fUllCtion deficit of the peroneal nerye. 
In C/lIlpter 8 the restilts of the anatomical-biomechanical studies and clinical trials which form the 
basis of this thesis arc separatcly discussed. General conclusions are placed ·within the context of two 
main aspects of the human locomotor s}'stem: joint mobilit)' aud joint stabilit)'. 
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Table 1. Review ofthe literature dealing with the effect oftensile forces applied to the peripheral nerve 
Autho~s) Method Substrate Nerve In Embalmed Results 
Year Human/Animal VivoNitro Yes/No 
Denny Brownl The nerve was fixed between fin- 10 Cats Segment of In Vivo Little force is necessary to create a 1 OOo/~ len~he-
Doherty; 1945 gers. A segment of known length the Peroneal ning.ln unifascieular nerves, 100% lengthenrng 
(14) was stretched and the lengthe- nerve is possible without recognisable damage. 
ning was measured on known 
intervals (6-31 mm). Histologie 
assessment was periormed. 
Liu, Benda and Nerve specimens of 4 cm length Human Segments of: In Vitro No; 12 Stress/5train curves were drawn. Point where 
Lewey;1948 were stretched in fixed steps of Sciatid3) hours after the line becomes discontinuous indieates the 
(15) 0.07 mmo Corresponding tension Ulnar (4) death point ofthe limit of elasticity. Critica I elongation 
was measured on a tensiometer. Tibial (7) is at lenQthenin~ of 4.2%: minimal ruptures in 
Histologie assessment was perfor- Peroneal (8) severaJ sites oft e nerve fibers. 6%: Ru~tures of 
med. fasciculi. 10%: ruptures of myelinated ibers. 
20%: transverse rupture of nerve fibers and 
endoneurium. 22%: longitudinal rupture of 
perineurium; hemiation offibers: pseudoneuro-
ma 
Hoen, Bracket; Stretching the sciatic nerve to Dogs, 15-20 a) en c) intact In Vivo Method c) is preferred method. 25-50% 
1956 bridge a gap in the nerve. Ibs. b) cut Sciatic lengthening leadsto rupture. 
>- (26) Comparison of 3 methods. nerve ~ a) across joint, stretch of intact ê 
3 nerve 
~ b) idem, freshly cut nerve 
~ c) idem, after neuroma formation 
0 
~ 5underland, With a stretching apparatus ner- Human, 30- Segments of: InVrtro No; 12 Linear relationship between force and length. 
" 
Bradley; 1961 ve specimens of 17-167 mm were 50 years Median (24) hours after EJastic limit stronr7c variabie (8- 20% lengthe-0 (16) stretched with a velocity of 76 Ulna~24) death ning). Mechanica ailure at 30%. Slowlystret-[ 
ru 
mm/min. Tibial (13) ching the nerve leads to considerable lengthe-
0 Peroneal (15) ning without apparent damage. ~ 








§: Haftek; 1970 a) Tibial nerves stretched with Albino Rabbit Segments of In Vitro Elastk limrt mean 69.3 (41.7-90.5); epineurium n 
C- (17) constant velocity of 5 m/min. Tibial nerve ruptured. First part of curve: na relationship ;: 
~ ~ 
" 
(Instron machine) between Stress and Strain in second part: linear ..; ~ ~ b) Abrupt, lorcelul stretch by relationship. After reaching the elastic limit: no 
" S. weights 01300 (N=15l, 1814 relation between stresslstrain. Viscous behaviour. 0 
~ z 
~ (N=6) and 4536 9 (N=2) 1.lIing Abruptly passing elastic limit causes extensive tis- ~ 
Ë trom a hei$ht of 20 m. Light and sue damage 
~ electron microscopie assessrnent. 
~ 
" ~ Lundborg, Tibial nerve is severed 2 cm abo" 30 Rabbits Segments of in Vivo At an avera~e len~thening of 8% first s'lgns of 3 
2 Rydevik; 1973 ve the ankie. The nerve is Tibial nerve decreased b cod f ow. At an avera~e lengthe-
ö" (18) stretched in the distal direction ning of 15% a complete stand still mail neura! 
" with a stretching apparatus. vessels was observed. 0 
" ] 
"Ö" Or!; 1978 Sciatic nerve is disseded between 56 Rabbits Segment ol in Vivo parenchymal changes in ~roportion to the deg-~ 
~ (27) semi membranosus and semiten- the sciatic ner- ree oftraction. Ascent 0 injury in the proximal 
"- dinosus. Bb looping the nerve ve portion ofthe nerve(de91;neration spreads more 
" around tu es with different dia- proximal as tractive loa increases) Impairment ~:;: meters, the nerves were of neural blood flow. Retro~rade cell reactions ~ 
;; stretched 2,4,G,8,and 10% forthe in the anterior columns oft e spinal cord and 
~ duration of 1day-35 weeks. ~anglia. Muscular changes: firstweek atrophy 
ö" rom 2nd week on, compensatory hypertrophy. 
" 
Shaw Wilg is, The peripheral nerve system of 15 unembal- Median, Ulnar inVitro No Greatest excursion ofthe peripheraJ nerves 
Murph~ 1986 the arm was dissected În 15 med human and Radial occurred atthe carpal tunnel level. Median ner-
(28) unembalmed human bodies. At bodies nerve and bra- ve: mean:15.5 mm; Ulnar nerve: mean: 14.8 mm 
shoulder, elbowwrist, Mep chial plexus. Least excursion in the common digital nerves 
joint,PIP joint and DIP joint level prox. to DIP:ë1mm. 
displacement was measured 
Klein et al; Strain in the plexus brachialis due 5 unembaJmed Uppertrunk, 'mVitro No Minimum overall strain was 'In a pos'rtion at 90% 
1987 to several arm positions was human bodies Lateral cord, offlexion and 0% of abduction. The optimal 
(29) measured by means of strain Median nerve position for shoulder arthroscopy (minima I 
gauges. Purpose was to optimize and Radial strain, maximal visibility) is 45% forward flexion 
the position for arthroscopy. nerve and 90% abduction. 
Milner; 1989 The effect of slow (over 15 days) 214 female Sciatic nerve in Vivo Nerve length increases directly proportional to 
(19) and fast (over 3 days) tissue rats the degree of expansion. Mechanical disruption 
expansion by means of acustom did not occur even in up to 80% increase from 
made silastic expander was stu- resting length. Nerve conduction velocity (ncv) 
died. reduces to 62% of control values in nerves elon-
gated by 10-40% and up t045% 'In nerves elon-
gated by 50%. Reduction in blood flow may 
account for this ncv reduction. 
Rydevik et al.; At a rate of 1cm/min nerves were 9 rabbits Tibial nerve in Vivo Rabbit Tibial nerve exhibit a non-linear stress-
1990 stretched to failure with an strain relationship. After 20% strain the curve 
(30) Instron testing machine. becomes li1)ear up to failure. The ultimate 0 
Histological examination was strain:38.5A2%; the ultimate stre~th:11.7AO.7 
performed on stretch ed and nor- MPa. At Failure load dropped sud enly but ner-
mal control nerves. ve specimens remained grossly intact. 
Kwan eta!.; Elongation of nerve specimens of 30 rabbits Tibial nerve in Vitro Initiallythe nerves were easily stretched. WÎth 
1992 5 cm len{th was analysed by and further elongation, slope of the stress-strain (sts-
(8) means 0 a Video dimensional in Vivo stn) curve increased. Peripheral nerve was found 
analyzer (VDA).ln situ strain was to exhibit a non linear sts-stn behaviour. Sts-stn 
calculated and stress-strain curves curve followed the load-elongation curve. 
were drawn.ln a second series of Gross examination could show no lesions while 
animal studies changes in nerve underlying intraneural organisation could be 
condudlon properties (comp- significantly disturbed; perineurium was found 
ound nerve action potential: to be the principalload carrying tissue compo-
~ cnap was studied), related to in nent At 6% strain cnap decreased to about 
0 situ strain was assessed. 60% of baseline values after 1 hour of stretch. 
3 At 12% strain cnap decreased to complete 
~ bloek. After 45 min. of a load of 1MPa cnap was 
~ zero. After removal of the stress, complete reco-
0' very was attained in 15 min. After 30 min of ~ 1,7510ad cnap was zero and after stress remo-
~ val, only 20% of baseline values was attained. 
~ Van derWey The Sciatic nerve was elongated 50 rabbits Sciatic nerve in Vivo It showed to be possible to elongate rabbit scia-, 
" et al.; 1994 by laser. Doppier flowmetry con- tic nerve up to 40%. Gait and toe spread reflex ~ 
" 
~ (20) trolled expansion.During elonga- rapidly recovered at the end of the third 
" 3' tion of 2 and 6 weeks, nerve con week.Ncv decreased in a linear relation to elon- ,.~ ~ duction parameters (cnap, cmap gation and did not recover. (nap amplitude was -; , ~ 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Peripheral nerve tension due to joint motion 
A comparison between embalmed and ullenbalmed human bodies. 
Summary 
Various joint positions of the upper extrcmity were uscd to stud)' the tensile farces on the median 
ncrve. Ta analyse the effect of embalmmcnt, tensile forccs were measurcd i1l situ in unembalmed 
and embalmed human bodies. A positive eorrelation was fallild between tensile force data from 
unembalmed and embalmed nen'es. This finding justifies, for eomparativc studies, the use of 
embalmed 11Uman bodies, although the absolute tensile forees arc higher. 
Relevance 
In dait)' activities or cluring eertain opcrations, positions of the upper extremity var)', hcnee creating 
tensile farces of different magnitude on peripheral nerves. Tensile forces are also applied in the diag-
nasis of nerve (root) Iesions of the upper e:>.."tremity. Ta analyse these tensile torces, in situ experi-
ments on unembalmed human badies, though problematic, are supposed ta be the most realistic 
approach. In this stud)', it has been shawn that, in comparativc studies on pcripheral nerve tensioll, 
data obtained from embalmed human badies can be used. Ke)' words: Peripheral nerve, anatomy, 
mechanical stress, (normal) articlilar range of Il1otion Peripheral nerve teusion due ta joint Illotion 
IntroductiOll 
In the field of human anatomy and bioIl1echanics in vivo experiments arc often impassible. The use 
of ;11 \'h'o animal experiments can be considered but extrapalation of condusions to the human i1l 
vivo situation GUl be disputcd. Jl1 vitro experiments on unembalmed hUIllaJl bodies ill situ arc pre-
ferred. Unfortunately, the use of unembalmed hunuUl specimens has several restrictions (pressure of 
tinle, possibility of infeetious disease etc.). As a consequence embalmed human bodies are frequcnt-
Ir used. Howcver, Iittle is known of the effects of embalment on the peripheral nenre itself and the 
tissues surrouncling the nerve. Seyeral i1l situ studies have been published on stress-strain relations, 
the gliding mechanism and ultimate stress leadiIlg to failure of human nen'es. These studies were 
perfonned on eithcr embalmed1,l or unembalmed3,4 human bodies. Reeentl}' the effect of joint 
positions within the normal range of motion (RoM) on tensile farces on the medial1 nerve of 
embalmed human badies was describeds. Sinee in none of these studies tensile farces in embalmed 
and in unembalmed specimens havc been comparcd, in the present Shldy snch a comparison is 
made for tensile forces on the median nerve eaused by extremit)' positions within the norm al RoJ\t 
In the diagnosis of nerve(root) lesions of the upper extremit)', nerye tension tests analogue to 
Lasègue's straight leg raising test6 have been proposed7,8,'1. In the analysis of the value of these tests, 
quantitatiye data on peripheral nen'e tension are neecled. 
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Figure 1 
Position of the buckle force transducers. 
Ax = two cm distal to the bifurcation (Ialera\ and medial 
cord forming the median n~Ne), Wr = DNa cm proximal 
to the stylo:d process of the radius 
CHAPTER TWO 
Methods 
Four human bodies (three females, ages: sixty-
four, eighty-three and eighty-nille and anc male, 
age: sixty-five) were embalmed by vJscular pcrnl-
sion between fourty-eight and sixty hours after 
death wilh a medium containing: SOg phenol 
99%, 20g MgS04, 20g Na S04, lOg NaC!, 60ml 
formaldehyde 37%, 60ml glycerine, H10 ad 
lOOOml. The bodies were kepI in containers filled 
with phenol (30g/I) for Sl.x: weeks. Subsequently, 
they were stored in phenoxy-ethanol (lOml/l) at a 
temperature of four degrees Celeius for three 
months, ~'t'Ieasurements on eight arJllS were per-
formed. Tensile force on the median nerve was 
measured at two sites: 1) at thc axilla, abollt two 
cm distal to the bifurcation where te median ner-
ve is fonned out of thc medi al alld lateral cord 
(A,x) and 2) at thc wrist, two cm proximal of the 
stJ'loid proccss of the radius (IVr). (see fig. I) 
Two ba dies (one malè, age: eighty-onc and one 
female, age: eighty-six) were storcd for fourty-
cight hours after death by a tempcrature of four 
degrees Celeius. Beh\'een forty-cight and fifty-six 
hours after death, ten sion measurements were 
perfofIned on three arms, The measurements 
were perfornled undcr standardized conditions 
including room tcmperature and air humidity. 
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Table 1a. Eighteen standard elbow J forearm and hand positions in the normal range of motion 
E!bow I forearm* Hand* 
80' Palmarflexion (a) 
MaxÎma! supination (1) Neutral (0') (b) 
70' Dorsal flexion (c) 
120' (Flexion) (I) 
80' Palmar flexion (a) 
Maxima! pronation (2) Neutral (0') (b) 
70' DMal flexion (c) 
80' Palmar flexion (a) 
Maxima! supination (1) Neutral (0') (b) 
700 Dorsa! flexion (c) 
90' (flexion) (11) 
80' Palmar flexion (a) 
Maxima! pronation (2) Neutral (0') (b) 
700 Dorsal flexion (c) 
80' Palmar flexion (a) 
Maxima! supination (1) Neutral (0') (b) 
70' Dor,,1 flexion (c) 
0' (Extension) (111) 
800 Palmar flexion (a) 
MaxÎma! pronation (2) Neutral (0') (b) 
700 Dorsal flexion (c) 
Cervical sp:ne: neutral (O° lateroflexion and 0° rotation); shoulder: 0° retraction and 90° abduction 
The numbers 1-18 in parenthesis correspond with the position numbers of figures 2 and 3 




















All tests were perfofIlled with the bodies in the supine position with neutral poSitiOIl of the cen'ical 
spine. The eighteen arm positions in the normal RoÀ'{ llsed in this stud}' are given in table la. 'Iàble 
lb shows the four arm positions used for the median, ulnar and radial nerve upper limb tension test 
(VLTT) and a modified median nerve VLTT. In this study a modific~tion of the VLTT was perfor-
med also, while in clinical practice there is no uniform answer to the question whether 10 perfarm 
the originally proposed median nerye VLIT7 or the modified UITT with maximal ranges of motion 
in all joints. The numbers 1-22 in parenthesis correspond with the position numbers of figures 2 
and 3. On Ihe llnembalmed bodies the tests were perfofIlled once. In the embalmed bodies, all 
hventy-h\'O joint positions were studied tluee times: as test aud retest and after application of a tight 
band around the arm. Ta make a relevant comparison, onI)' the results of the first measurements 
were taken for <1nalysis. 
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Table 1b. Upper limb tension tests (UlTT) for median, ulnar and radial nerves 
(for the moditled median nerve ULTI max'lmal range of motion in the shoulder joint was used) 
Shoulder Elbow I forearm Hand 
um Median nerve (19) 110% AbductÎon - 0% (Extension) 70% DorsalflexÎon 
- 10% Retroflexion -Max. Supination 
- 60% Exorotation 
Modified um • Max. Abduction - 0% (Extension) 70% Dorsalflexion 
Median nerve (20) . Max. Retroflexion 
-Max. Exorotation 
-Max. Supination 
um Ulnar nerve (21) - Max. Abduction - 120% (Flexion) 70% Dorsalflexion 
- Max. Exorotation -Max. Supination 
um Radial nerve (22) - Max. Abduction - 0% (Extension) 70% Palmarflexion 
- Max. Retroflexion - Max. Pronation 
- Max. Endorotation 
The numbers 19-22 in parenthesis correspond with the position numbers of Figures 2 and 3 
Thc buckle force transducer used in this stud}' was the tansducer described by Salmons1o and modi-
fied aecording to Petersll . It was originally designed for mea suring stress and slrain fjelds in liga-
l11ents. For the use 011 ner\'c tissue a further madification was needed 10 loek the nen'e in the trans-
ducer without initial damage. For a more dctailed description of the tension measuremcnts, see 
Kleinrensink ct aP. 
Statistical allal)'5Îs 
The data are summarised per position as medians and ranges (tabic 2). In order ta quanlify thc 
similarity bet ween data obtailled fr0111 unembalmed and embalmcd specinlens the Spearman's 
Rankcorrelation test was applied la thcse medians. 
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RCSllltS 
Both at the axilla and at the wrist. a great similarity erists in the data obtained from uncmbalmcd 
and cmbalmcd human bodies (figures 2 anel 3). Astrong positive correlation is found between tcn-













Figure 2 Medians of the tensde farces on the Median nerve measured at the Axil!a. A comparison her· ... een unembalmed and 
embalmed Median nervesin situ. The position numbers correspond with position numbers in parenthesis in the tab~es la, lb 













Figure 3 Medians of the tensile farces on the Med!an neNe measured at the Wrist. A comparison between unembalmed and 
embalmed Median nerves in situ. The position numhers correspond wilh position numbers in parenthesis in the tab~es la, lb 
and 2. IZJ Embalmed; I unembalmed 
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Table 2. Tension on two segments of the median nerve due to (test) positions within the normal range of 
motion. A comparison between embalmed and unembalmed human median nerves In Situ 
Axill. Wrist 
Position1 Emb.lm,d Unembalmed Emb.lm,d Unembalmed 
(0=8) (0=3) (0=8) (0=3) 
1.1..(1) 1.67 (0.20-3.04)' 0.39 (0.20-0.98) 0.29 (0_00-9.41) 0.38 (0.34-0.39) 
l.1.b (2) 1.37 (0.20-3.43) 0.39 (0_20-0_98) 0.78 (0_00-6.37) 0.39 (0.38-0.39) 
1.1.( (3) 0.98 (0_20-3.43) 0.98 (0.39-5.88) 5.10 (0_00-18.22) 1.57 (1.52-2.45) 
1.2.' (4) 19.89 (6.57-30_28) 15.68 (11.66-19.50) 12.84 (5.78-32_93) 4.12 (2.55-5_59) 
1.2.b (5) 8_62 (1.47-15_68) 2.84 (2.45-3.33) 0.49 (0.00-4.41) 0.69 (0.59-0.78) 
1.2.( (6) 6.76 (0.20-1l.72) 1.96 (0.39-2.16) 0_00 (0.00-0.39) 0.39 (0.34-0.49) 
11.1.. (7) 0.98 (0.20-3.43) 0.88 (0.39-0.98) 6.51 (0.00-14.50) 1.47 (1.27-1.76) 
II.I.b (8) 1.57 (0.10-3.43) 0.69 (0.39-0.98) 0.00 (0.00-1.47) 0.38 (0.34-0.39) 
11.1.( (9) 1.67 (0.10-5.19) 0.98 (0.39-1.27) 0.05 (0.00-41.75) 0.38 (0.34-0.59) 
11.2.' (10) 2.16 (0.10-5.68) 1.37 (0.59-1.96) 0.10 (0.00-10.49) 0.34 (0.29-0.39) 
11.2.b (11) 2.45 (0_10-5.19) 1.37 (0_88-1.96) 0.98 (0.00-0.39) 0.34 (0.29-3.92) 
11.2.( (12) 2.65 (0.10-6.08) 1.96 (1.37-2.84) 4.51 (0.88-19.11) 0.88 (0.69-0.98) 
111.1 .• (13) 6.76 (2.25-11.27) 2.84 (2.65-3.04) 0.00 (0.00-8.43) 0.29 (0.20-0.29) 
111. tb (14) 10.09 (1.67-18.03) 4.41 (4.02-6.66) 2.74 (1.08-17.54) 0.88 (0.69-8.23) 
111.1.( (15) 18.62 (6.37-35.18) 4.60 (8.43-14.70) 18.82 (12.15-40.67) 4.70 (2.45-5.00) 
111.2.' (16) 2.25 (0.20-4.90) 1.37 (0.98-1.67) 5.29 (1.37-11.17) 0.69 (0.49-0.78) 
1I1.2.b (17) 2.16 (0.20-4.90) 1.27 (0.69-1.37) 0.29 (0.00-1.67) 0.34 (0.28-0.38) 
111.2.( (18) 3.63 (0.10-11.56) 0.88 (0.69-1.27) 0.00 (0.00-0.39) 0.34 (0.27-0.39) 
um M,d. (19) 23.03 (10.49-65.37) 14.21 (9.51-19.01) 13.03 (6.27-28.42) 4.41 (2.45-4.70) 
um+ M,d. (20) 32.44 (12.54-71.05) 19.99 (15.09-24.89) 19.31 (9.80-40.18) 5.98 (2.55-6.37) 
UmUlo. (21) 1.08 (0.00-4.90) 0.39 (0.00-0.88) 4.61 (0.00-12.45) 1.18 (0.98-1.57) 
ULTT R.d. (22) 11.07 (0.20-23.42) 9.11 (6.96-11,17) 0.39 (0.00-2.65) 0.59 (0.39-0.69) 
rs: 0.91 rs: 0.88 
p< 0.001 p< 0.001 
1 The position numbers in parentheses correspond with the position numbers in figures 2 and 3 
2 Medians and (in parentheses) Ranges in newton 1 
At the axilla the medians of the tensile farces in the unembalmed hUIl1<ln badies tend to be lawer 
than those in embalmed specimens (tabIe 2 and figure 2). At the wrist, in same neutral posions and 
pasitions with palmar flexion (i.e. positians which produce little or no tensioll in the median nervc) 
this relatioll is less consistent (table 2 and figure 3). 
Discussion 
In anatomical-biomechanical research embalmed hUIl1<ln bodies are frequentl}' used. The relevance 
of the data obtailled has to be discussed in tbe context of the experimental design nsed. In this stud)' 
a positive carrelation was fannd between tensile force data from unembalmed and embalmed speci-
mens. This justifies the use of cmbalmed human bodies in all experimental design aimed at allal)'-
sing mechanical tensian in the peripheral nerves, due to changes in position of the arm). 
A greater similarity bet ween tension in unembalmed and embalmed llerves was found far data 
obtained at the axilla when compared with those af the wrist. Two explanations arise: Firstly, the 
diftèrence in sllrrollndillgs of the nerve at the axilla and the wrist. The surrounding tissue of the 
nerve in the axilla consists of loose connective tissue organised in a tubular wa)'. In the wrist, just 
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proximal to the level of the Iigamentum carpi tranSyerSlllll (flexor retinaculum), a denser kind of 
collagen is found, The relationship of the nerye with its surroundings is here more intimate, As 
shown by Rath and Millesill , the gliding of the nen'e in relation ta its surrollndings is an important 
meehanism in the dissipation of tensilc forces. In the study of Kleinrensillk et a1.5 and the present 
stud)', all exeept the four ULTT positions have the glenohumeral joint fixed at 90 degrees abduction. 
The yariation in range of Illotion in the wrist is much greater than at the glenohumeral joint. 
Consequently, at the wrist, this makes a large demand on the gliding mechanism of the median ner-
ye. It is to be expected that a negative effect of embalmment on this gliding mechanism would cau-
se, at this site, a more pronounced diftèrellce in tensile forees bet ween unembahned and embalmed 
specimens. 
Secondly, at the wrist, less similarity is found in positions where (yery) low or no tensile farces are 
obsen'ed. In general, these are neutral positions and positions with palmar flexion of the wrist. In 
these positions the median nerye beeOlnes slaek. The bllCkle force transducers are constructed for 
registrating tensile forces. In positions where liule or no tension is exerted to the nerve, yalues regi-
strated with bllCkle force transducers becol1le less reliable. 
Since some inconsistency exists (not all positions show a smaller tensile force in the unembalmed 
specimens), the value of data obtained from embalmed specimens can be disputed in experimental 
designs with a need for direct cxtrapolation to the ;lll'h'o situation. 
It ean be eonclllded that data obtained fr0111 tensilc force measurements on the median nerve of 
embalmed hllman bodies are positivel}' re1ated to those of unembalmed bodies. In designs intended 
for comparison of tensile farces on the median nerve in diftèrcnt positions of the arm5, data from 
embalmed specimens are releyant. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Mechanical tension in the Median nerve 
The effects of joint positions 
Summary 
Stretch tests arc attractivc in the diagnosis of ncrvc root ar peripheral nerve lesion. Interpretatiol1 of 
the test results is often difficult since the distribution of tensile farces along the nerve, caused by the 
test manoeuvre is not known. In this stud}', the effect on median nerve teusion of twenty-two posi-
tiOBS of the arm was measured with blIckle force transducers. With the elbow in fnl! extensiol1 and 
the hand in neutral position, altering the position of the shoulder significantI}' influenced tension in 
the proximal part of the median nerve; tension in the distal part was not illfluenced. With the shoul-
der in 90° abductiou, dorsal flexion of the hand combined with all extended elbow resulted in an 
increased tension in both distal and proximal parts of thc median nen'e. Dorsal flexion of the hand 
combined with fieXÎon of the c1bow caused all increase in tension onl}' in the distal part. At all sites 
of the median nen'e, the median nerve upper limb tension test caused a significantly higher ten sion 
than the radial and ulnar nerve upper limb tension tests. 
This study provides insight in the narmal distribution of tensile farces ,llong the median nerve and 
call have clinical consequences. Far diftèrentiating nerve root from peripheral nerye lesions a speci-
fic provocative teusion test far the median nerve is advocated, The results of this study provide a 
theoretical basis for djftèrentiating betweell lesions in the proximal alld distal part of the median 
nerve. 
Relevance 
In the diagnosis of nerve(root) lesions, tests in which stretching the nervC provokes the s}'mptoms, 
are widely used, but IlO data are availablc on the distriblltion of tensilc farces along llerves and nene 
roots dllring such tests. In this stud}' a human cadaver model is presented to analyse tensile force 
distribution on the median nerve; it eau be an aid to evaluate the spedfidty of a clinical provocation 
test far the median llerve. 
Key words: Peripheral llerve, mechanical stress, (nar mal} articular range of motion, diagnosis 
r.Jechanical tension in the median nerve 
Introduction 
In diagnosing nerve root lesions, seyeral tests arc amilable in which tensile forces provoke clinical 
s)'mptoms (e.g. straight leg raising test). For two reasons, the interpretation of test results is difficult. 
Firstly, 110 knowledge is available of the distribution of the tensile farces along nerve root and perip-
heral part of the nerve caused by narmal upper extremity movements and test manoeuvres. 
Secondly, symptoms usually associated with nerve root lesions also can be caused by peripheral ner-
ve lesions. Thus problems arise in differentiating beh\'een nerve root lesions and lesiolls in the 
peripheral part of the nerve and in exactl)' localizing the site of nerve lesion. 
As an analogon of the straight leg raising test, Kenneally et aU proposed the 'upper limb tension 
tests' (ULTT's) for the median, ulnar and radial nen'e. Also far these tests, the distribution of tensile 
forces is not known. Thus empirical fmdings are c1inically used without fundamental knowledge of 
the mechanical properties of the examined structures alld knowledge of the specîfidty of tests. 
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In the present stud}', twenty-two positions of the arm in the normal range of motion (RoM) are 
used to analyze the tensile forces at three sites of the peripheral part of the median Berve. The aim of 
this study is to provide a basis for a correct interpretation of clinical tests for the diagnosis of perip-
heral nerye lesions. 
Materials and methods 
Forty-eight to si.xi)' hours after death, Jive hUIllJn bodies wcre embalmcd by vascular perfusion with a 
medium containing 2.2% formaldehyde. (for a detailed description of the fixation f1uid, sec: 
Kleinrensink et al, 19953) The bodies were stored for three months in containers filled with fellox)'-
ethanol at a temperature of 4 degrccs CeicillS. After this period, measurements were perfornled bilate-
rally (11::::; 10), at duce sites on the median nerve: 1) in the axilla, about two cm distal to the bifurcation 
(AxL 2) two cm proximal of the pas sage of the nerve through the pronator teres Illuscle (PP) and 3) at 
the wrist, two cm proximal to the styloid process of the radius (Wr). (Figure l)The measurements 
were perfornled lUlder standardized conditions induding room temperature and air humidity. 
figure 1 Position of the three buckle force transducers. 
Ax. ::: 2 cm distal to the bifurcation (lateral and med'al cord 
forming the median nerve), PP ::: 2 cm proximal of the 
median nerve through the pronator teres musde, 
Wr::: 2 cm proximal to the stylo:d process of the radius. 
Test positiolls 
For the eighteen positions in the normal Ro.M 
and the test positiollS used for the mcdian, ulnar 
and radial nerve UrfT and a modified median 
Bcrve ULTI see Kleinrensink et al, 19943: table 1 
alld la. All twenty-two joint positiollS were stu-
died three tinles; as test and retest and after appli-
cation of a light band around the arm. The band 
was located at the site of the pronator teres mus-
de, sil1111latillg obstruction of the gliding mecha-
nism of the median nerve. All tests were perfor-
llled with the bodies lying supine with neutral 
position of the cervical spine. 
TellsiollllleaSllrcmcllts 
'Bllckle' force transduccrs~,5 were placcd at Ax, PP 
and Wr. The bllCkle transducer of Peters5 was 
designed for measuring stress and strain fields in 
ligamellts. For attaching the transducer to thc 
nerve, a stainless steel 'U' f0fI11ed bar was con-
structed which locked thc nerve in the transducer 
without initial dalllage. (figure 2) 
The transducer was extensiyely testcd on neryc 
tissue <1nd was showl1 to have a high test-retest 
reliability. To colllpcnsate for deformation hl' 
tensile stress the neryc-buckletransducer unit was 
calibrated after each measurement (see: calibm-
ti01/ procedure). 
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Figure 2 




The signal fr0111 the bllCkle transducer was amplified by a bridge amplifier (made by the 
Department of Biomedical Ph)'sics and Technology) and led to a four channel plotter. 
Calibratioll procedure 
Tb convert the transducer output from millivolt to newton, tile ncrve segment and transducer were 
simultaneously removed from the body b}' dissection and the transducers were calibrated for each 
measured nerve segment. Calibration was performed hvice from 0 to 1000 g in steps of 100 g. (cor-
rclation coeffident: > 0.955; mean standard error of estimation: 0.04, range: 0.02-0.09). 
Statistica! al1al)'sis 
All independent factors wcre considered fixed. Their levels are represented by dummy variables 
usil1g refercnce coding in a multiple linear regression anal)'sis. 
ReslIlts 
Normal rallge of movemellt 
In rclation to a reference position of 1200 flexiol1 in the elbow, a position of 90% shows na change 
in tension in the median l1erye at the axilla (Ax), proximal to the pronator teres muscle (PP) and at 
the wrist (IVr). 
Table 1. The effect of elbow and hand position on tension in three median nerve segments 
Tension Axilla Pronator proximal Wrist 
Elbow 90' 0.20 0.00 0.00 
reference (SEM 0.49) (SEM 0.59) (SEM 0.59) 
120'(llexion) 
O'(extension) 8.73 8.44 4.81 
(SEM 0.49)1 (SEM 0.59)1 (SEM 0.59)1 
Hand 70° dorsal flexion 3.04 3.72 8.34 
reference (SEM 0.49)1 (SEM 0.59)1 (SEM 0.59)1 
O'(neutral) 
80° palmar flexion ·0.58 ·0.59 ·0.88 
(SEM 0.49) (SEM 0.59) (SEM 0.59) 
Reference pronation (maximal) ·0.39 ·1.0B ·1.28 
max. supination (SEM 0.39) (SEM 0.49)§ (SEM 0.49)§ 
Mean differences and SEM (in newton) wito toe reference level, taking Into account all other factors in the model. 
Ip<O.OOI;§p<O.OS 
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Full extension of the elbow (0°) significantly increases tension in all three nerve segments (tabie 1). 
Tension in all three scgl11ents is also signifieantl)' higher if full cxtension is compared to 90° 
(p < 0.01). 
The 70° (dors<11 f1exion) position of the hand difters signifieantl)' from the 0° (neut ral) position, 
whereas the 80° (palmar flexion) pasition does not (table l).Compared ta supinatioIl, pronatian 
deercascs the tcnsion ofthe median nerve at PP and Wr but not at the Ax site. 
MeditlllllerVe m/(l modified meditlll nerl'c ULTT 
The median nervc ULTT and the modified mcdian nerve ULTT are compared with a referellee posi-
tion (sec Kleinrensink et al3 : position 111.1.e, tables I <tnd la). In performing the median nen'e 
VLTT, 20° abduetiol1, 10° retroflexion and 60° external rotation is added to the referenee position. 
This results in a significant inereasc in tension in thc median nerve at lL\. and PP. 
Altering shoulder joint position to maximal abduetion, maximal retroflexion and maximal external 
rotation ( modified median nerve VLTT ) an eyen larger iI1erease is found. Tension at the distal 
(Wr) site is not signifieantl)' illflueneed br ,tlterillg the shotilder position (tabIe 2). 
1b anal)'ze whcther difterences oeeur betwcen the [our testing manoeuyres, the original median ller-
ve VUT was taken as re[erenee. At all tluce sites of the median nerye, the modified median VUT 
nen'e eauses a significantl)' higher tension than the original median ncrye VL'l"I: 'Ihis in sharp con-
trast to the effects of the ulnar and radial nerve VLTT. (tabIe 3). 
Table 2, Differences between Upper limb Tension Test (UlTT) I modified UlTT and a reference position, 
comparable in elbow and hand position (see Kleinrensink et al 19953 , Table 1: pos.lIl.1.c) 
Tension Axilla Pronator proximal Wrist 
reference: ULTT median neNe 8.53 10.01 2.94 
Elbow: 0', (SEM 2.75)1 (SEM 3.l4)1 (SEM 1.86) 
max.5upination 
Hand:70' ModifiedUm 17.00 18.44 2.26 
(dorsal flex!on) 
(tabie 1: pos.lIl.!.c)' 
Median nerve (5EM 2.75)1 (SEM 3.34)1 (SEM 1.86) 
Mean differences and SEM (in nNlton) with the reference level of the factor. '*' p < 0.001; t p< 0.01 
Tabfe 3. Differences between the originally suggested median nerve upper limb tension test (UlTT) and 
the modified median nerve UlTT, the ulnar nerve UlTT and the radial nerve UlTT 
Tension Axilla Pronator proximal Wrist 
reference: Mod!fiedUm 8.44 8.44 5.20 
ULTT median nerve Median nerve (SEM 2.94)1 (SEM 3.04)1 (SEM 2.16)§ 
ULTT ulnar nerve -23.15 -25.11 -12.26 
(SEM 2.94)1 (SEM 3.04)1 (SEM 2.16)1 
ULTT radial nerve -14.72 -17.95 -17.17 
(SEM 2.94)1 (SEM 3.04)1 (SEM 2.16)1 
Mean differences and SEM (in newton) with the reference level of the factor. '*' p < 0.001; t p< 0.0 I; § p< 0.05 
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Differe1/tiatioll betweelllesioll5 ill the upper mld lower part of the medimlilen'c 
With the shoulder in 900 abduction and the elbow in full eÀ1ension, tension is significantly increased 
in all three segments by 700 dorsal flexion of the hand. Dorsal flexion of the hand with 900 fiexion of 
the elbow causes a significant rise in ten sion onl)' at the \Vr site of the median nerve. 
In these positions no difference between pro- and supination was obseryed (tabic 4). 
With a 900 flexed elbow, 700 darsal fiexion of the hand (if compared to the neutral position of the 
hand) causes a significant rise in tension anI}' in the distal (Wr) part of the median nerve (tabIe 5). 
In comparing the mean values of narmal range of movement tension with those of the simulated 
pronator teres obstructiol1, no significant differences were found. 
Discussioll 
Since Lasègué proposcd a tcnsion test for the sciatic nen'e, this provocation test is a widel)' used 
taal in diagnosing lumbar radiculopath}'. Recently, several testing positions of the upper extremity 
have been proposed. Thq are supposed to stress the cervical nen'e roots and thus could be lIsed as 
provocation tests1,7,S. 
The mentioned tests are based on the assllmption that due to certain test manoeuvres, tensioll 
increases in a nerve root entrapped in the intervertebral foramen. 
As a result of increased tension on the inflamed and irritated nerve root, the patient feels paraesthe-
sia or pain in the sensor)' distribution area of the specific nen'e. 
Table 4. Differences between dorsal flexion of the hand combined with flexion in the elbow and dorsal 
flexion of the hand combined with extension (respectively with supination and pronation) 
Tension Axilla Pronator proximal 
reference: 1II,1.e2 14,91 16,00 
II.1.c1 (SEM 1.47)1 (SEM 1,47)1 
reference: 111.2,<" 13.34 16,09 
1I,2,e3 (SEM 1.37)1 (SEM 2.75)1 
Mean differences and SEM (in nl:\'Iton) with the reference level of the factor 
1 elbow: 90' flexion, sup:nation hand: 70° dorsal flexion 
2 eibow: extension, sup:nation hand: 70' dorsal flexion 
3 eibO'.v: 90° flexion, pronation hand: 700 dorsal flexion 







However, in maniplliating distal parts of an eÀ1remit)', the question arises whether tensile forces are 
actually transmitted all the wa)' up to the nerve root. To answer this question, and to differentiate 
between peripheral nerve and nerve root lesions, detailed knowledge is required of the distribution 
of tensile farces in the test positions. Such a knowledge might explain wh)' only half of the patients 
sufferillg from sciatica and characterised by a significant reductioll of straight leg raising showed 
abnormal lllyelograms9. In these patients a lesion of the peripheml nerve, provoking symptoms 
generally associated with nerve root lesions, cannot be exduded. 
Besides the questioll of how tensile farces are distributed along the median nerve, the aspect of the 
magnitude of tensile farces is of interest. AIthough, by our knowiedge, <Ktual tensile farces were not 
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analysed befare, there is a large llumber of publications concerning the relation between stretching 
and tensile farces in peripheral nerves, In 1961 Sunderland10 alreadr studied the relation between 
elongation and upper limit of elasticitr and mechanical fallure in hUn1311 cadaver studies. He fouud 
the mean percentage of elongation at the elastic limit to be 14% (range 8-21%) and at mechanical 
failure to be 19% (range 7-31%), ivfore recentl}' Kwan et a1. 11 in au iJl vil'o experiment, fOlmd that 
irreversible fimctiollal deficit alread}' oceur red after strain of more than 12 percent of the in situ 
stram of rabbit tibial nerve, The present stud}' is performed on embalmed human badies, th is can 
have certaill influellce on the tensile farces measured. Although the exact effects of embalmment on 
tensile farces on the median nerve have never been reported, certain changes in the collagen will 
take place. However, if compared to measurements on unembahned specimens there appears to be a 
high pasitive earrelation between data from unembalmed and embalmed human bodies3• So in the 
prescnt stud}', which is a eomparatiye stud)', the use of embalmed human bodies represents na spe-
cifie problems. From tablc 1 it ean be concluded that the position of the hand is relcvant for the ten-
sion in the whole median nerve (including the proximal part). Tension in the A.."'( part is caused by 
dorsal flexion of the hand onl)' when thc clbow is ex1ended (0°). 
Full extension increases tension significantI}' in thc middlc and distal part of the median Bcrvc 
(tabie 1). Combined with the findings in table 4, this eould bc relcvant in certain prolol1ged surgical 
procedures in which patients have to be in the supine position with fully abducted arm and exten-
ded e1bow (e.g. radical mastectomy). lvlailltaÎ..lled tensile stress ean be harmful to peripherailler-
VCII,H,H. The currcnt Shldy shows that tensile stress can be deereased by f1exing the elbow to 90° or 
J 20°. The pasition of thc shoulder is important for the tension in the middle as weil as the proximal 
part of the median nerve (tublc 2). 
Table 5. Differenees between dorsal flexion of the hand and neutral position, 
eombined with flexion in the elbow (respeetively with supination and pronation) 
Tension Axilla Pronator proximal 
referenee: II.1.e2 0.20 0.00 
II.W (IEM,0.29) (IEM,0.69) 
referenee: 1I.2.c' 0.10 0.49 
U.2.b' (IEM,0.39) (IEM,0.39) 
Mean differences and SEM (in ne'.'1ton) with the referenee level of the factor 
1 eibow: 90%flexion, supination hand: 0% (neutral) 
1 e:bow: 90%flexion, supination hand: 70% dorsal flexion 
3 e:bow: 90%flexion, pronation hand: 0% (neutral) 







Manipulating joints in the distal part of the upper extremity can increasc Bcrve tension in the most 
proximal part of the median nerye (tabie 1). However, ehangillg the shoulder joint position does not 
alter ncn'e tension in the distal part of the mediall nen'e (tabie 2). 
In all threc parts of the median nerve bath the ulnar and radial nerve ULTT cause a signmcalltl)' 
lawer tension thal1 the median nerye VUT (tabIe 3). These findings support the hypothesis that the 
ULTT for thc median nerye is indeed specific for the median nerve. The modified median nerye 
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ULTT is even more eftèctive than the original median nerve ULTT (table 3). The experimellts were 
not perf0fI11ed on trunks and cords of the brachial plexus. It C<ln be expected th at tension values of 
the relevant cords do not significantlr differ from the values of the lIpper part of the peripheral ner-
ve. Preliminary data on tension in trunks <lnd cords of the brachial plexus do indeed confirm th is. 
With e:\'tended elbow, dorsal flexion of the hand increases tension in all parts of the nerve. With 
f1exed elbow, the same wrist position causes increase in ten sion only in the Wr part (tables 4 and 5). 
Thus, in principle, differentiation between lesions in the upper and lower part of the median nerve 
is possible by manipulating specific joints. ~\'lore evidence for the diftèrentiation between lesions in 
the distal and proximal part of the median nerve must come from clinical investigations. 
Conclusions 
This study gives insight into the effects of joint positions on tensile farces of the median nerve; joint 
positions were compared with each other and the relative eftècts on tensile stress are discussed. 
Evidence is proyided for the specificity of the ULTT for the median nerve. A rationale is oftèred for 
the manipulation of specific joints to differentiate between lesions in the proximal and distal part of 
the median nerve. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Upper limb tension tests as tools in the diagnosis 
oJ nerve and plexus lesions 
Part Olle: Anatomieal ancl Biochemieal aspects 
Abstract 
In this anatomical and biomechanicill stud)', ner\'e tension tests used in the diagnosis of nen'e(root) 
and plexus lesions of the lIpper extremit)' are eVilluated. We studied the upper limb ten sion tests 
(ULTT) for the median, ulnar and radialnerve, as weil as the ULTT combined with contralateral 
rotation and lateral bend of the een'ical spÎlle (UITT+). Measurements were perf0fl11ed on the 
median, ulnar and radial nerye and the medial, lateral and posterior eord of the brachial plexus of 
embalmed human badies. As the outcome variabie we used mechanical ten sion assessed with 'buck-
Ie' force transducers. Based on the outcome variabIe, bath the median nen'e UUT and U[[T + 
tllrned out to be sensitive and specitic tension tests. This does not hold for the ui nar and radial ner-
ye ULTT anel ULTT +. The findings justify nuther inyestigation of the median nen'e ULTT and 
ULTT + on its clinical validit}'. Tension introduced in the extrelllÎt}' was shown to be transmitted to 
bath the nerves and the eords of the braehial plexus. i'deehanical tension cilused br the ULTT + 
temled to be higher than that caused br the U[[T. The observations support the concept of the 
braerual plexus having a nmetion in distributing mechanical forees, thus protecting the cervical 
nen'e roots against excessive traction forces. It is unlikel}' that upper limb tension tests can be l1sed 
to selecti"ely stress cervical nerve roots. 
Introduction 
In 1864 Lasègue l proposed a simple mechanical nerve tension test for the diagno sis of hunbar disc 
herniations. This straight leg raising (SLR) test is assumed to provake symptoms by stretching the 
entrapped and inflamed lumbar nerve root in the intervertebral foramen. Although the SLR test is 
widely used b)' clinicians, its validit)' has been disputed1,J. Difficulties with SLR test are not surpri-
sing beciluse its validitl' is exclusi\'e1)' based on clinical, empirical data. No quantitative data are avaÎ-
lable on the tensile farces aloug the nen'e, plexus and nerve roots gellerated by the test. The reason 
wh}' nevertheless analogons of the SLR test for een'ical nerve root lesiolls4,5,6 have been sought is 
obvious: in clÎllical practice fast, easy and low cost diagnostic measures are attractive. However, sillce 
the "alidit)' of these upper limb tension tests (U[fT) is also not based on quantitative data but on 
nerve topograph},..t or on qualitative, empirical data5,6, the same problems as with the SLR are to be 
expected. Tb provide a quantitative basis for the use of nerve tensioll tests in the upper extremity, 
two illl'itro studies have been perfornled on tensile force distribution in peripheralnerves7,8. Where 
r.-kLelian and Swash9 silOwed that, due to positions of the arm, the median nerve moves up and 
downward in its bed, we anal)'sed the magnitude and distribution of tensile forces in this nerve due 
to joint lllovement. In the present stud)' we firstl)' made all anal)'sis of the validit}' of si.x ULTT: 
llledian, nlHar and radial nen'e ULTT and the same testspositions with added contralateral rotation 
and lateroflexion of the cen'ical spille (ULTT +). Tensile forees (in N) were used as the outcome 
varia bIe. Seeondly, we wanted to know whether the tensile forees caused b)' the recoIllmended tests 
positiollS, were transmitted up to the brachial plexus and if sa, how they were distributed in the 
plexus. Thirdl)', we tried to answer the question: call the results of the iu vitro studies on tensile 
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force distribution be rclated to nerve function? Since tensile forces in peripheral nerves cannot be 
assessed iu I'il'o, the first two questions had to be answered b)' performing an in vitro stud)'. For this 
purpose we performed all anatomical-biomechal1ical experiment on embalmed hUl1lan bodies (Part 
one of this study). In an earlier stud)' we showed astrong positivc corrclation between tensile force 
data obtained from unembalmed and embalmed human bodies8• The third question could be a11S-
wered by performing a neuro-ph)'siological illl'h'o experiment (Part two of the stud)'). 
The purpose of the stud)' (Part I and Part II) is to provide a quantitative basis for the clinicaluse 
of nen'e tension tests in the diagnosis of nerye, ner\'e root <md/or plexus lesions in the upper extre-
mit)'. 
lvIethods 
Six arms of three embalmed hUl1lan bodies were used. The bodies were embalmed by vascular per-
fusion with a medium containing 2.2% formaldehyde (sec reference 8 for the composition of the 
fixation fluid). Tellsion measurements were perfornled on the medial, lateral aud posteriOf cord of 
the brachial plexus and on the proximal part of the median, uluar aud radial nerves, h\'o centimet-
res distal to the ple),:us cords, (Figure I) 
Figure 1 
Position of the "buckle" force 
tIansducers for recordings at the 
proximal part of the Medjan, Ulnar 
and Radjal nerve and the Medial, 
lateral and Posterior cord of the 
Brachial p!exu5 
1JIIJ~~If--- lateral cord 
IAI~"1!1llL- posterior cord 
'l'A~I-'--- media I cord 
.HI-'------ radial nerve 
II.JIIII------ ulnar nerve 
'------ median nerve 
The ULTT and ULTr + testÎlIg manoeuvres for median, ui nar and radial nerve are summarized in 
table 1 and visualized in figure 2. The measurements were perfofllled under standardized conditions 
including room temperature and air humidit)'. 
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Table 1. Upper limb tension tests {ULTI + ULTT+} for the median, ulnar and radial nerves 
shoulder elbow wrist 
Median nerve 110' abduction O' (extension) 70' dorsalflexion 
um 60° exorotation max. supination 10' retroflexion 
Ulnar nerve max. abduction 120' (flexion) 70° dorsalflexion 
um max. exorotation max. supination 
Radial nerve max. abduction O' (extension) 70· palmarflexion 
um max. pronation max. retroflexion 
max. endorotation 
In the ULD the Cervical Spine is in the neutral position In the ULnt, contra!aterallateral bend and contralateral rotation of 
the cervlcal sp;ne is added to the ULTT position In all tests the fingers are in the 00 (neutral) position 
To assCss tensile forces 'Buckle' force transduccrs of small dimensions (0.8 x 2.9 cm) were used. 
A smaller size was not possiblc because of the l1ecessity of haying a full Wheatstone bridge of strain 
gaugcs to compensate for temperature changes (sec Peters, 198710 for a dcscription of the force 
tral1sducer; for the measurement procedure sec Kleinrensink et al. 19951). 
Calibmtiol/ procedure 
'lb conyert the transducer output from milliyolts to newton) the nerye segment and transducer were 
simultaneously remoyed by dissection. Thc transducer-nen'e unit was calibrated for each measured 
nerye segment. Calibration was perfoflned twiee from 0 to 1000 g in steps of 100 g (correlation 
coeftlciel1t: > 0.983; meall standard error of estimation: 0.05, range: 0.03-0.07). 
Statistical allalysÎs 
For statistical analysis, a mllitiple lillear rcgressioll analysis was performed. Tension alld difference 
between tensions were Ihe variables to be explained. As explanatory variables dummy variables wcre 
defined to rcpresent Ihe fixed factors (body, arm and test position). 
Results 
Median, uJnar and radial nerl'C 
In table 2 (effect of ULTI) alld 2a (effect of ULTT+) the rows show the tension in the respectiye 
nerves caused by one partictdar test, and thc columns show thc ten sion in one nerve caused by Ihe 
respective tests. 
w:rT 
In comparing the cftects of one ULTT on three neryes (rows), cxclusively the median nerye ULTT 
caused higher tension in the nerye for which the test is intended. The radial nerve ULTT caused 
more tension in the mcdian nen'e than in the radial ner\'e itself. Tn comparing the eftect of the three 
tests on one nerve (COlllI11S), exdusi\'e1r thc radial nerve ULTI caused more tension in the corre-
spondiug (i.e. radial) nerye when compared with the other two tests. 
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Figure 2 
Jo:nt positions of the Upper Limb Tens~on Test 
(UlTT) and Upper limb Tens~on Testwith 
contra!aterallateral bend and contralateral 
rotation (UlTT +) for the Median, Ulnar and 
Radial nelVe (see a!so tab!e 5). 
A::: Median nelVe UlTT and ULTT + 
B ::: Ulnar nelVe UlTT and UlTT + 
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ULTT+ 
In comparing the effects of one VLTT + on three nen'es exclusivel}' the median nen'e VLTT + caused 
higher tension in the intended nen'e. In comparing the effect of the tllfee VLTT+ tests on one ner-
ve, exclusi\'CI}' the median nerve ULTT+ caused more tension in the corresponding nerve when 
compared with the other two tests. 
Table 2. Mean tensile forces (in N ± sd) on median, ulnar and radial nerve, caused by the median, ulnar and 
radial nerve upper limb tension test 
A.Median B.Ulnar C. Radial p* A·B pA-( pH 
nerve nerve nerve 
I. Median 10.88 (5.88) 1.18 (0.98) 1.86 (0.59) <0.001 <0.001 n.5.** 
nerve UlTT 
11. Ulnar 0.59 (0.29) 3.92 (3.04) 2.94 (2.55) n.5. n,s. n.s 
nerve ULTT 
111. Radial 8.53 (5.19) 1.76 (1.57) 5.88 (2.35) <0.01 n.s. <0.001 
nerve UlTT 
pHI <0.001 <0.05 n.5. 
pl·lIl n.s. n.s. <0.001 
pll·1II <0.001 n.5. <0.01 
* p-values are derived from the multip!e linear regression analysis * * ns.= not statisticaily significant. 
Table 2a. Mean tensile forces (in N ± sd) on median, ulnar and radial nerve, caused by the median, ulnar and 
radial nerve upper limb tension test + 
A. Median B. Ulnar C. Radial p* A·B pA·( pH 
nerve nerve nerve 
I. Median 11.07 (3.82) 0.78 (1.08) 2.84 (1.08) <0.001 <0.001 <0.01 
nerve UlTT+ 
11. Ulnar 0.59 (0.49) 4.61 (4.80) 5.59 (5.88) <0.05 n.5. n.s 
nerve UlTT+ 
111. Radial 5.19 (2.55) 1.47 (1.47) 7.55 (2.55) n.s. n.5. <0.001 
nerve UlTT+ 
pl·1I <0.001 <0.05 n.s. 
pl·lIl <0.01 n.5. <0.05 
pll·1I1 <0.05. n.5. ns. 
* p-values are derived from the multip~e linear regress~on analysis 
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Mediaf, lateml alld posterior cord 
In table 3 alld 3a the rows show the tension in the respccti"e cords caused br one specilic test, the 
columns show tension in a specific cord eaused by the rcspective tests. 
When tensile forces are illtrodueed to the plexus via a particular nerYe, the forees are cx-pected to 
be transmittcd to the plexus cords to whieh this nerve is anatomieally related4,11. For the sake of 
brevity in the results seetion onl}' the differenccs with these expeetations are mentioncd. 
Table 3. Mean tensHe forces (in N ± sd) on medial, lateral and posterior cord, caused by the median, 
ulnar and radial nerve upper limb tension test 
A, Medial B. Lateral C. Posterior p* A,B pA·C (ord Cord Cord 
I. Median 9,31(6,17) 5,10 (4,21) 1.57 (1.47) <0,05 <0,001 
nerve ULTI 
11, Ulnar 4,21 (4,80) 0.49 (0,69) 2,55 (2,06) <0,01 <0,05 
nerve ULTI 
111. Radial 8,13(5,88) 4.41 (3.42) 5,00 (2.74) <0,05 <0.05 
um 
pl·1I <0.01 <0,01 n.s. 
pl·1I1 n,s. n.s, <0,01 
pll·11I <0,05 <0,05 <0,05 






All three VLTT caused a higher tension in the medial cord. than in the lateral and posterior cord. 
The radial nefve U[1'T caused about equal tension in the lateral and posterior cords. In all three 
cords tension caused br the radial Berve ULTT was higher than that caused br the ulnar nerve 
ULTT. In the medial cord, the median nerve ULTT caused a higher ten sion when compared with the 
ulnar nerve ULTT; the radial nerve ULTT caused higher tension than the ulnar nerve ULTT. In the 
lateral cord the median and radial nerve ULTT caused about equal tension, 
ULTT+ 
The median nerve ULTT + caused higher tension in the medial cord ",hen compared with the lateral 
cord, The ulnar nerve ULTT + caused aLont equal tension in the media} and posterior eord, 
The radial nerve ULTI + caused about the same tension in all three cords. 
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Table 3a. Mean tensile forces (in N sd) in medial, lateral and posterior cord, caused by the median, ulnar and 
radial nerve upper limb tension test+ 
A. Medial B. lateral C. Posterior p' A·8 pA·C pH 
Cord Cord Cord 
L Median 10.29 (7.64) 6.37 (4.99) 2.84 (2.06) <0.05 <0.001 <0.05 
nerve UGT+ 
11. Ulnar 4.51 (5.00) 0.88 (1.47) 4.21 (4.61) <0.01 n.s. <0.001 
nerve UlTT+ 
111. Radial 5.98 (5.59) 5.49 (3.23) 6.27 (3.52) n.s. n.s. n.s. 
nerve UlTT+ 
pl-II <0.05 <0.01 n.s. 
pl·11I n.s. n.S. <0.05 
pil-lil n.s. <0.01 n.S. 
* p-values derived from the multip\e linear regre5s~on ana~sis 
In the medial cord, the median nerve ULTf + caused higher tension when compared with the ulnar 
nerve ULTT +. In the lateral cord, median aud radial nerve ULTT+ caused about equal tension. In 
the posterior cord the radial and ulnar nerve VLTT + caused about equal tension. 
For eas)' reference the relation between the effects of the median, u!nar and radial nerve ULTT and 
ULTT + on the median, uln<lr and radial nerve and tbe !ateral, media! and posterior cord is visuali-
sed (tabIe 4). 
Apart from four exceptions (see tables 2 and 2a and 3 and 3a), tensile forces caused b)' the ULTT+, 
tended to be higher than b)' the ULTT; statistica! significanc}' was reached anI}' in tbe case of the 
radial uen'e ULTr + \,$ UnT. 
DIscussion 
Test ,,"lidit)' 
In analysing the validity of a nerve tension test, an important question to be answered is: Does the 
test cause the highest tension in the nen'e for which it is intended? Table 2 shows that two tests out 
of si\': do not meet this criterion (ulnar nerve ULTT + and radia! nerve ULTT). Howe,'er, in clinical 
practice other important aspects of clinical test validit}' are the seJ1s;th'ity (probability of testing 
positive if a nerye lesion is trui)' present) and thc specificit)' (probabilit)' of testing negative if a ner"c 
lesion is truI)' absent)l2· AltilOllgh sc"cral factors pla}' a rolc in test sellsitivity. it can be postulated 
that the more tension the test causcs in the intended nerve, the more sensitive it will be. In this 
respect, the median nerve ULTT and VUT + are more sensitiye in assessing mcdian neeve lesions 
than the ulnar nerve ULTT in assessing llinar nerve Iesions and the radial nerve VLIT + in assessing 
radial nerve lesions. 
In determining the specificity of a nenre tension test it is essential to know whether the tcst causes 
significant ten sion in other nerves than the intended one. Otherwise test reSlllts (i.e. paiu, discom-
fort etc.) could be due to increased tension in other nerves, 1àbles 2 and 2a show that the median 
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nerye ULT1 and ULTT + are more specitie than the ulnar and radial nerYe VLIT and VI1'T+. The 
lIlnar nerve ULTI is not speeitie since there is IlO significant differenee betweeu tension eallsed in 
the nlmr, median and radial nerves. Although the ulnar nerye ULT1'+ eauscd more tension in the 
ulnar nerve than in the median nerye, the tension in the ulnar nerye tended to be smaller than in 
the radial nerye. In the diagnosis of radial nerve lesions, the radial nerve ULTT is not specific; 
it tended to cause less tension in the radial nerve than in the median nerye. The radial nerve ULTT + 
cannot be considered specific either: the tension created in the radial nerve was not significanti)' 
higher than that in the median nerve. 
Table 4 Visualisation of the effect of six tension tests on the Median, Ulnar and Radial nerves and the lateral 
Medial and Posterior cords 
~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Median + + Nerve + + + + 
Ulnar 
Nerve + + + + + + 
Radial + + + + + + Nerve 
Medial + + + + + + Cord 
Lateral + + Cord + + + + 
Posterior 
+ + + + + + Cord 
Tral1smissioll of forces 
In a previous stud}'7 tensile force distribution WilS analysed in the peripheral part of the median ner-
ve. With respect to the transmission of tensile forees proximaUy. the present stud}' was perfonned to 
answer two questions. Whh respect to the question whether forces eaused b)' the ULTT and ULTT + 
manoeuvres are transmitted up to the brachi<11 plexus, the answer is positiye (tables 3 and 3a). It was 
not possible to construct 'buekle' force transducers of such a sillall size that the)' eould be plaeed on 
trunks and uerye roots. So it is not certain that farces are transmitted up to these structures. 
However, tension in the cords is ouI)' slightly lower when compared with the anatomicall)' related 
neryes (in the case of the ulnar ner\'e and medial cord there is even a slight inerease). Therefore, in 
our opinioll, ît can be safel)' assumed that due to the tests, tension is also increased in trullks and 
roots. Seeondly we wanted to know whether the forces caused by the ten sion tests showed a specitk 
pattern iJl the brachial plexus. As to be expected on the basis of the anatoIll}' described in wen 
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knoWIl textbooks4,1I,13, the median ncrve ULTT and ULTT + raised more tension in thc medial and 
lateral cord than in the posterior eord. Unexpeeted is thc observiltioll that signifieantly more tension 
is transmittcd via the medial cord than via the lateral eord.ln performing thc ulnar ner\'e UITT for-
ees are, as could be expeetcd, transmitted mainl}' via the medial eord. In performing the UIJT +, 
tension in the medial cord rcmained about thc same but tension in thc latcral illld posterior eord 
iricreascd with about 50% when compared with the urn: Apparently, forees beeome larger and 
equally distributed in the medial and postcrior eord when pulling simultaneously from proximal 
and distaL In performing the radial nerve ULTT, the posterior (ord is expeeted to transmit forees. 
Surprisingl)', higher tension was observcd in the medial eord than in the posterior eord. By perfor-
ming the radial ner\'e Url'T +, tension in the medial, lateral and posterior eord bceomes equaL 
These findings support the idea that the braehial plexlls plays a role in the distribution of tensile 
foreesH. Based on the present findings alld eombincd with the topographical plexus allatoilly 
deseribed in the literature, it is unlikely that an}' of thc SLX tests studied wil! seleetively stress speeitie 
eervical ncrve roots. 
Conclusions 
Bascd on tensile force distribution, out of the SLX tests studied, exclusivel}' the median nervc ULTT 
and ULT1'+ eall be seen as valid nerve tcnsion tests considering both sellsitivit}' aud spccificity. 
Further clinical cvaluation is justificd and needed to verif}' its clinical v,üue. Using the ulnar nen'e 
and radial neT\'C ULTT and ULTT +) one has to be Yery eautious with the interprctation of test 
results. 
lt could be shown that tensile forees applied to the lIpper extremity are tmnsmitted up to the eords 
of the braehial plexus. Considcring the textbook anatol11)' of the braehial plexus, the traIlslllission of 
tensile forees showed an uncxpeeted pattern) espcciaHy when performing the radial nerve urrr and 
ULTT +. lt is unlikely that an)' of the studied tests eau be used to stress speeifie nerye roots. 
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CHAPTER FI"F. 
Upper limb tensioIJ tests as tooTs iIJ 
tlîe diagnosis of nerve and plexus Tesions 
Part two: functional aspects 
Abstract 
The effect of mechanical ten sion on median ncrve nmction was cvaluated with thc latcncies of 
S0111ato sensor)' evoked potentials as an outcome variabIe. In hcalth}' voluntccrs (n=19), two median 
llerve upper limb tension tests were l1sed to stretch the median nen'e. Due to the test positions, the 
evoked potential latencies were significantI}' enlarged. The fmdings conflIlll the conclusions from 
prevÎous in l'itro studies, and justif}' the use of median nerve upper limb tellsion tests as clinical 
tools for generaling tellsion in the median nerye. 
Introduction 
Nerve tension tests analogous to the straight leg raising test l have been proposed for the median, 
ulnar and radial ncr"cs2,3. To anal}'se the "alidit}' of these nerve tension tests, tensile forces in the 
neryes of the npper extrel11ity and in the brachial plexus have been measured in emball11ed human 
bodies (Part one of this stud}'). With mechanical tension in the nerves taken as an outcome yariable, 
exclusi"cly two l11edian nerye upper limb tension tests (UUT and ULTT+, table 1) could be consi-
dered valid4• However, direct extrapolation to the clinical situation was not possible. To relate the 
tensile force characteristics ta nerye conduction fUl1ction, we stretched the median nen'e with the 
two median nerye ULTT and eyalllated the effect b)' assessillg somato sensor}' eyoked potential 
(SSEP) latencies. SSEP latencics are directl}' related to nerye conduction ydoeit)' which in turn is 
linearlr related to Ben'e elongation5• 
Mcthods 
SlIbjects 
The stud}' induded 19 healthy adult volunteers, 9 males and 10 females, 20-32 years of age (mean 
25.7 3.3). Hcight of the subjects ranged lrom 159-193 cm (Mean 176.2 8.8). E,xduded from the stu-
d}' were subjects with a history of a) s)'stemic disease that could result in a neuropath}' ,md/or b) 
discase of the central nervolls system. Their initial SSEP latencies were within limits of a nOfmal 
population used as a reference in the University Hospital Rotterdam, Dijkzigt. 
Procedllre 
Tcst positions and sequence are described in table 1 (see also figure 2 A in ref. 5 ). Test positions in 
both left and right arm were assumed gradually and in painfree steps, starting with the shoulder 
joint anel ending with the fl11ger joints. llirstly the right arm and secondl}' the left arm WilS meas-
ured. Each completed test position was held for about eight}' seconds, the duration of the SSEP's 
averagillg. There WilS a one minute interval between Ihe test positions. According to the procedure 
suggcsted br Eh'e)' et aU·}, firstl}' the UUT position WilS assmned aud secondly colltralateral rota-
tion and lateral bend of the cervical spllle was added (ULTT+). Since the experimenters did not 
want to exceed an)' limits of pain, the lllaximal joint positions were to a certain extent defined b}' the 
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testpersons. The maximal joint angles used in the present stud)' never exeeeded the strietly defined 
joint positions of the illl'itro study-t. 
Table 1. Test positions 
Test position 1: neutral position (N1) 
Shoulder Elbow 
0% 0% 
(cervical spine in neutra\ position) 
Test position 2: median nerve stretch test (ULTI) 
Shoulder Elbow 
max. abduction (0% extension) 
max. exorotation max. supinatien 
max. retroflexion 












Test position 3: median nerve stretch test with cervical modification (UlTI +) 
Cervicalspine Shoulder Elbow Wrist Fingers 
0% 
(neutral) 
contralateral max. abduction 0% (extension) max. 
lateral bend max. exorotation max, supination dorsal flexien 
+ contralateral max. retroflexien 
rotation 
Test position 4: resumed neutral position (N2) (see test positlon 1) 
C314PIl=~.J 
Figure 1 
Electrode position ter stimulating the 
right Median nerve and recording at 
Erb's point, Cervical spine (Cl) and 
Cortex (Cl) (for recordlngs of the lelt 
Median nerve C4 was taken) 
Electrodjagnostic 11lcthods 
For all tests, stimuli (square wave pulse, 0.1 InS 
duration) were deliyered from a modtdar EMG 
system (Viking 11, Nicolette). A bipolar stimula-
tion unit was plaeed over the j\'fedian nerye at the 
wrist, between the styloid proeesses of the radius 
and uI na. The recordings of two hundred stimuli 
(stimulus frequenc}': 3.1 Hz, illtensity: twice the 
motor treshold) were averaged. AG-AgCI surface 
disc recording electrodes with a diameter of 10 
mm were used. The cortical SSEP's were recorded 
over the contralateral somato sensor}' cortex 
('hand field'); the active electrodes were plaeed at 
C(eentral)3 for thc left henllsphere and C4 for 
the right. The rcfcrcnce electrode was plaeed at Fz 
(Frontal zero). Spinal SSEP's were recorded oycr 
the cervical spine. The electrode WilS placcd at thc 
spinous proeess of the seventh een'ical vcrtebra 
(e7). The electrodcs for brachial plmlS SSEP's 
were situated Jeft and right at Erb's point6 in the 
supra c1ayiClllar fossa (figurel). 
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Vpper Iimb tension tests as tools in the diagnosis of nerve and plexus lesions, part h\'o The ma....:i-
mum impedanee level was 5 kOhll1, all electrodes having similar impedances. Prior to display, lVD 
cOI1\'ersion and storage, all signals were amplified (bandwith 5 Hz-I,5kHz). 
Statistical a1l1llysis 
Paired t -tests were used to determine whether the a\'erage values of SSEP latencies were altered bl' 
the ULTT and ULTT + maneuvers when compared to the Neutrall position. Furthennore a compa-
rison was made beh\'een VUT and ULTT + and between Neutral! and Neutral2 position. 
ReSt"ts 
In both the ULTT and ULTT + position, all SSEP latencies recorded at Erb's point, C7 and C3/4 were 
significantlr increased when compared to the Neutral! position (tabie 2). 
Table 2. The effect of Uln and UlTI+ 1 on median nerve SSEP latencies. Standard deviations are given in 
parentheses 
A. Neutrall B. UlTT C. UlTT+ D. Neutral2 pA·B pH pH pA·D 
(N1) (N2) 
Erb 
R 9.90(0.62) 10.95(0.68) 10.90(0.55) 10.06(0.56) <0.001 <0.001 n.s.2 <0.001 
l 9.79(0.61) 10.73(0.81) 11.23(1.57) 10.03(0.56) <0.001 <0.001 n.s. <0.01 
Cl 
R 13.75(1.09) 14.28(0.92) 14.87(1.56) 13.82(0.78) <0.01 <0.001 <0.05 n.s. 
l 13.57(1.11) 14.59(1.69) 14.87(2.03) 13.62(0.98) <0.05 <0.01 n.$. n.s. 
Cl/4 
Cl 19.27(1.03) 19.99(1.21) 20.22(1.19) 19.45(0.90) <0.001 <0.001 n.s. n.s. (4 19.28(1.03) 20.43(1.80) 20.59(2.04) 19.52(0.91) <0.05 <0.05 n.s. <0.01 
I For joint positions of UlTI and UlTI+ see tab!e 1 
2 n.s. = not statisticalJy significant 
Apart from one exception, latellcies due to the ULTT + tended to be higher then those due to the 
ULTT (sec table 2). Onl}' in the case of thc C7 reeording for the right arm, statistical signifieanc)' 
was reached. At three sites the Neutral 2 values tellded to be higher than Neutral I values. In bath 
recordings at Erh's point (right and left arm) and at the C4 recording (::: left mcdian nerve: right 
somato sensory cortex) the differenees were statistically significant. 
Discussion 
To know whether indeed a nervc tension test causes tension in a nerye, tension measurements 
should be performed in vil'o. However, in practice useful methods are not available. Indirect 
methods have to be employed sneh as measuring tension post morfem. Sueh in \,jtro studies eall ans-
wer hm questions. First!}', does a specific test positian cause tension in the intended nerve? 
Secondl}', does this test position eause tension exc1usÎI'ely in thc nerve it is intended for? In previollS 
in vhro shldies we showcd the <lnswers to be affirmative for the J'vledian nerve ULTT and ULTT + but 
not for the ulnar and radial nen'e ULTT and ULTT +4,7,8. Howcver, the question could not be ans-
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wered whether these tensile farces occur ;11 l'h'o and if sa, to what e:x'tent. Based on subjecti\'e data 
('pins alld lleedles', pain, 'llllll1b feeling') patients can provide inforll1ation all nerve stretch. 
However, one has to be careful with the interpretation since about half of the patients with a positi-
ve straight leg raising test show no objective signs of a nerve root entrapmenë. A more reliable 
impression of nerye stretch can be obtained b}' using nerve conduction parameterslO,lI,12. 
In an animal model a linear rdation between nen'e elongation alld decrease of conduction veloeit}' 
has been confirmed5• In Part anc of this stud}' we silOwed that the median nen'e VLTT and ULTT + 
can selecti\'eI}' stretch the median nerve. The present stud}' shows that perfonning the median nerve 
tension tests (ULTI alld ULTr +) median nerve SSEP lateneies significantl}' illcrease (i.e. conduction 
yeIoeit}' decreases). This holds tor all three recording sites. 
In our shldy the highest increase in averaged lateneies is seen when the median nen'e ULlT+ is 
. compared with the initial neutral position. At Erb's point the increase in SSEP latendes is 10%, whe-
reas at Cervical 7 and Central 3/4 the increase is eight and five percent respecti\'eJ}'. This indicates 
that due la the ULTr + the highest decrease in conduction yelodt}' occurs in the peripheral part of 
the median nen'e. 
Decreased COlldllct;OIl 1'elority 
The obsen'ed increase of SSEP latencies due la the tests can be caused by three phenomena: 
I) increase in nerye length) 2) diminished neural circulation and 3) changes in fiber diameter. 
Re 1) Due to dther the ULTT or the ULTT + we found a 2,5 cm lengthening of the ~v(edian nerye 
with respect to a bon}' landmark at the distal part of the radius (unpllblished data of illl'itro experi-
ments on unembalmed human bodies). With an ayerage length of the arm of 72 cm (from the car-
pal ligament to the nerve root) this amounts to a lengthening of 3.5%. This is in accordance with 
the 4% stretch found b}' Zöch et alJ3 • We found a 10% increase of SSEP lateneies at Erb's point. 
Consequently, this Î.ncrease cannot be attributed exclusively to lengthening of the nerve fibers. 
Re 2) Stretching the nerve willlead to a decrease in vesse! diameter and to a decrease in blood 
flmv14 ,15. Since it has been shown that ner\'C function is intimateI}' related to its circulation16•17 the 
increased latencÎes during the test positions C<ln be at least in part attributed to diminished blood-
flow. 
Re 3) For myelinated fibers a linear relationship exists between fiber diameter and condllction velo-
cityls. I.engthening of the tubelike nerye fibers leads to a decrease in fiber diameter ('thinning out') 
and consequently to a decrease in nen'e conduction veloeit)'. According to y.d. Wey et alu , tlus third 
possibility is the most probable explanation lor the decrease in conduction wIodt}' iound due to 
nerye lengthening. 
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Rt'storatiOll of 1/orlllol condllctÎo1/ \'elocity 
One minute after finishing the last test POSitiOll (N 2 position, tablc 2), the latcncies at Erb's point 
(left and dght) and at C4 are still significantly higher whell compared with baselinc valucs. At C7 
(lcft and right) and at C3 they tend to be increased. Considering the three explanatory mcchanisms 
mcntioned above, thc most satisfactory explanation is that changes in the llen'e fibers form the basis 
for the persisting increased latencics aftcr resuming the neutral position again. After all it can be 
expected that in the N2 position, thc ncr"c has assumed its odginallength. Therefore the persisting 
increase of latellcies can hardl)' be due to ner"c lcngthcning between the NI alld N2 position. 
Although nerYC function rapidly deteriorates as a result of ischacmia) ît recoyers rapid1r with resto-
ration of blood flOW!6.!7. A circlllato rr deficit as the cause of thc persisting increased latencies in 
the N2 position is aIso not likely. 
The standard deviations of thc latencies in the neutral (NI) position tended to be smaller than those 
in the ULTT and ULTT + position (Nentral, range: O,56~ 1,11 vs ULTT( +), range: O,55~2,04). 
Probabi)' tlus larger variabilit)' during the test positions is due to the relatiycl)' ullcomfortable 
median llerye VLTI and ULTT + test positions (sec: l\-Icthods: Procedure). This holds especially tor 
the ULTT +; about 80% of the subjects reported that the ULTT + position was far less comlortable 
(paraesthesia and/or hypaesthesia) than the ULTT position. 
Conclusions 
Out of six tests described as specific nerve tension tests for the median, ulnar and radial nerve, 
exclusivel}' the median ncrve tests were shown to be valid tests. One has to be ver)' cautious with the 
interpretation of results obtained with the ulnar and radial nerve VLTT and ULTT +. Tlus was 
shown in an iu l,jtro stud)', with tensîle force as an outcome variabIe (Part one of this stud)'). 
Part two of this stud}' showed that ÎII1'ÎI'O the median nerve tests cause an increase in SSEP latencies 
(a parame ter indicath'e for nerve e1ongation). Thc results of both studies justif}' the clinical use of 
the median llervc VUT and ULTT + to stretch thc median nerve and related parts of the brachial 
plexus. 
Whether upper limb tension tests can be used as tests for sclectively stretching the related nerve 
roots has sedously to be questioned. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Lowered motor conduction velocity 
of the peroneal nerve aftel' inversion trauma 
Abstract 
Tb anal)'zc the effect of inversion trauma on peroneal nerve fUIlctioIl. motor conductioll velodt}' 
was mcasured in twent}'-two paticnts, In the injured leg. four to eight days post trauma motor nerve 
conduction "elodt}' in thc kncc-caput fibulae segment of the superfidal peroneal Jlerve was signifi-
cantI)' smaller when compared to the contralate ral leg alld the control group, Fi"e weeks post trau-
ma these values werc normal again, For three segments of the deep peroncal ncr"c. the motor con-
duction velodt}' was significantly reduced. four to eight da}'s post trauma. when compared to the 
control group, In the caput-ankle and knee-ankle segment, motor conduction velocit)' was still 
sigllificantl}' lowered live weeks post trauma, Lowered amplitudes of the Compound lvlotor Action 
Potentials of the extensor digitorum brevis muscle were found four to eight da}'s posttrauma, 
No corrclation was found between motor nerre conductiol1 "eloeities and subjective clinical tests 
(anterior drawer sign and (manually perfonned) talar tilt test), The results of this stud}' support the 
h}'pothesis that inversion trauma is frequenti)' accompanied br lesions of the peroneal ncrvc, Motor 
conduction wloeit}' J11casurements GUl be a valuable tooi in assessing more objcctÎYcl}' functional 
instabilitl' of the ankle joint induced bl' Îl1\'ersion trauma, 
Keywords: anklc injuries. neurtll conductioJl. reflexes. joint instabilit)' 
Introduction 
Inversion trauma is a ver}' cam man injur)' to the ankle, In Finland. 7128 hospital admissions due to 
ankle trauma were reported) togethcr forming 9.4% of all trauma admissiolls in 198516 , Among 
Dutch sports partieipants (N= 7909)) 12.5 % ofthe injuries in 1985 col1cerned il1version trauma7, 
In Thc Netherlands most of these patîcnts receive a successful non-operatiye treatment at a first-aid 
department or br a general practitioner. About one third of these patients experience a sensation of 
'giving wa)" and instabilit}' in the injured leg, which is considered a result of torn capsule and Iiga-
ments of the lateral side of the ankle3,9,15. In stabilizing thc ankie, joint stabilizing reflexes play an 
important role, Ihe}' require intact superfidal and deep peroneal nerYCs bcsidcs intact ligaments, 
Aftcr inversion tramna) peroneal nerye pais}'. does indeed ineidentally occurIO,18,22,17,1. However, 
these reports werc on a case presentation basis alld detaHed nervc conduction studies were done 
onl)' in the single~casc stud}' of Streib17 , The present stud)' focuses on thc short~term effccts of 
inversion trauma (without clÎllÎcal signs of peroneal nerve paIs}') on motor ncrve conduction "cloei-
t)' of the superfieial and deep peroneal nerve, The purposc is to contribute to a better undcrstanding 
of persistent instability of the ankle and. Îll addition to the subjecti"c clinical cyaluation of joint sta-
bilit)'. create an objective wa)' of quantif)'Îllg the effects of inversion trauma, Lowcred motor COI1-
duction veloeit}' of thc pcroneal nen'e after ÎllYersion trauma 




The stud}' included 22 patients, 18 men and 4 women, 17-45 }'cars of age (mean 25.4±6.0). 
Aftcr inversion trauma of the ankle all patients attcndcd thc Dcpartmcnt of Traumatolog)' of the 
University Hospital Rotterdam) Dijkzigt. To climinatc paticnts with fraetures from the investigation, 
A-P and lateral radiographs of the anklc wcrc obtained. Included were 7 patients with grade I inver-
sion trauma, 3 with gradc 11 and 12 with grade III (see next paragraph). Excluded from the stud)' 
were patients with a) systcmic disease that could rcsult in a neuropathy and/or IJ) fracture of leg or 
foot and/or c) discasc of the central ner\'Ous system. 
Although it is common pfi.lcticc to compare the injured leg with the contralatcrallcg, in the case of 
ankle joint lesions this ean be misleading. Unilateral injucy of thc latcra! ankle ligaments can lead to 
functional altcrations at both ipsilateral and eontralatcral sidc. Thcre is a risk of underestilllating 
the impairment of the injured joints. Therefore thc injurcd Icgs were compared to both the contra-
latcralleg of the patients, and the ipsilatera!!cgs (matchcd with the injured subjects) of 28 healthy 
volunteers who never suftèred inycrsion trauma: 10 men and 18 women, 19-37 years of age, mean 
age 26.3±3.7. 
Met/wd, 
In paticnts with the diagnosis: 'lsolated invcrsion trauma Grade T) TI or m') a bandage was applied. 
The grading s}'stem is based on clinical testing. Stability in the sagittal planc was tcsted b}' the antc-
rior drawer sign test (ADS). In th is test the patient is in the supine position and the examiner fl..'l:ates 
the tibia with one hand and translates the calcaneus forward. Thc amount of 'joint pla)" is interpre-
tcd subjeetively and the decision normall abnormaI is made. In the frontal plane the stability of the 
ankle was (ll1anually) tcsted by the talar tilt tcst (T.T.). In this test the tibia is fl..'l:ated and the calca-
neus is moved medially and laterally. The amount of tilting of the talus is interpreted subjectivel)' 
and judged nonnallabnormal. Grade I: ADS ncgative, TT negath'e; Grade ll: ADS , TT ; Grade lll: 
ADS positive, Tf positive. The patients wcrc asked to give their written infonned consent and to 
attend a special 'ankle consultancy' at the Departll1ent ofTraumatology. 
In the four to eight day interval bctween first visit and 'ankle consultancy', patients had to take as 
llluch rest as possible and refrain from Ioading the ankle. At the consultancy the patients were reeX<l-
ll1ined. Onl)' patients assigncd twice the same clinical grade of inversion trauma by h\'o independent 
observers, were asked to participate in this stud)' and to giye their informed consent. 
The effects of inversion trauma on the motor nerve conduction velodt)' of the peroncaI nerve were 
evaluated bl' means of a prospective stud)' with a consecutive series. Four to eight days post trauma, 
collduction velodty was mcasured (Recording I) and a semi rigid bandage was applied. Subsequent 
measurements were performcd eighteen to twenty-two days (Recording II) and thirtl'-h\'O to thirtl'-
six days (Recording IlI) aftcr trauma. For this purpose the bandage was removed and ncwi}' applied 
after the measurements. Idcnticalmeasurements were pcrformed on the unaftècted (contralateral) 
leg. The perol1eal nerve was stimulated at the knee, caput fibulae and at the ankle (figurcs land 2). 
Nerve stimulation was perf0fJ11Cd with a square wave pulse of 0.3 ms duration and a voltage up to 
300 V. The voltage was incremcntall}' increased. Recordings were made using a storage oscilloscope 
and all measurements were printcd on pap cr. At each recording site 4-5 trials were administcred and 
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Figure 1 ,:, a 
Superficial peroneal nerve: stimu!aûon and recording sites 
(DML= distal motor latency) 
+ stimulation site 
11 recording site 
the fastest recordcd yeloeity was acccptcd as the 
criterion measure. Utmost C<lre was takcn to st i-
mulate neryes supramaximally aud to search for 
the maximal Compound Motor Action Potential 
abo\'c the Jl111scle beli}'. A bipolar stimulation unit 
and Ag-AgCI surface disk recording electrodes 
with a diameter of 10 mm were used. Ta evaluate 
the effects of inyersion trauma on the motor con-
duction yeloeit}' of the superficial aud deep pero-
neal nerye, anc (knee-caput) and three (caput-
ankie, kllee-ankle, knee-caput) segmcnts were 
I11casured respectivel}' (figures 1 and 2). 
Ta evaluate the effects on the H\'lG w<l"cform, 
peak to peak yalues of the amplitudes of the 
Compound ~\'lotor Action Potcntials (G\'lAP) of 
the three l11uscles used for Distal Motor Latendes 
(extensor digitorum brevis, tibialis anterior and 
perOIlClls longus musde) were anal}'zcd. 
DEEP PERONEAL NERVE 
CAMVE 
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Knee-Ankle Motor Velocity Extensor 
digitorum brevis for DML values 
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Figure 2 Deep peroneal nel\'e: stimu!ation and recording sites 
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CHAPTER SIX 
The recordings in the control group \Vere also taken with a two week interval. All measurements 
were perfofilled under the same circul11stances including room temperature and humidit}'. 
Statistica! lIIUl!)'sis 
For hypothesis testiJlg a repeated measures analysis of variance (rm A1\10VA) was performed. To test 
the differences between Recordings I) 11 alld UI) Students T-tests were used and analyses on linear 
trends were performed. Correlation between clectroph}'siological filldings and clinical grading was 
tested b)' means of SpeafInans rank correlation test. 
Results 
Superficia! per01Jea! llerl'e. 
Four to eight da)'s post trauma the motor nerve conduction yclocit}' of the sllperficial perolleal ner-
ve in the illjured leg is significantl)' reduced ",hen compared to both contralateralleg alld the col/trol 
group yalues (tabie I, recordiIlg 1). In the control group no differences are observed between right 
and left leg nor between men alld women; motor nerve conduction velodt}' values are comparable 
to previously reportcd values 21, 23. Rccordings 11 and III (eighteen to twenty-two and thirt}'-h\'o to 
thirty-six days post trauma) do not show significant differences (tabie 1). 
Table 1. Superficial peroneal nerve 
Recordingl RecordingIl Recording 111 linear Trend 
(4·8 days (18·22 days (32-36 days in Recording 
post trauma) post trauma) post trauma) lIand 111 
KCMVP 
Injured 52.0 (6J) 55.0 (10.2) 58J (89), Yes (p<0.05) 
Contralateralleg 60.8 (8.8) a 58.0 (IOJ) 60.8 (9.8) No 
Control group 60.5 (7.0) a 63.0 (lOJ) b 61.0 (9.7) No 
KNMVP::: knee-caput fibulae motor velocity; peroneus longus muscIe used for distal motor Jatency{DMl)values 
a Compared with injured leg; P < 0.001. b Compared with injured leg; P < 0.05. c Compared with record!ng J; P < 0.01. 
In comparing the motor nen'e conduction veloeit}' vahles of the injured leg on recordings I) IJ and 
IJl, the recordiIlg at thirty-two ta thirty-six da}'s post trauma shows a significant increase ",hen 
compared with the recording four to eight da)'s post trauma. The motor nerye conduction velocities 
of the three recordings show a Iinear trend (tablc 1). but the value of recordhlg II does not differ 
significantly from the first recording_ 
For the contralateralleg differences between recordings I-IJ, I-lIl and U-lIl are not significant and 
no liIlear trend is observed. This also holds for the control group. When the superficial peroneal 
nerve was stimulated at the fibular head and the knee, the amplitude of the GvlAP of the peroneus 
longus 111uscle was not significanti)' lower when compared to both the cOl1tralateralleg and control 
group. 
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Deep perol/eal1/Crw. 
For all rccordings on the deep pcroncal nerve, no differences in motor ncrve conduction vdoeit)' 
occur bctween injured leg and cOlltralateralleg (tabie 2). Howc\'cr, at recording I, all valucs of the 
injurcd leg are significantly lower than control group vahtcsj cOl/trol grollp values being compamble 
to prcviously reportcd values 21,23. 
For the proximaI segment (knee-caput: KG..,[VT), cighteen to lwenty-two days posttrauma (recor-
ding Il), a diffcrence in motor nerve conduction "doeit}' between illjllred leg and c01ltrol group is 
present. Thirty-two 10 thirty-sb:: days posttrauma no difference was obsefYed. For the distal seg-
ments (caput-ankle and knee-ankle: CAMVE and KAMVE) still significant differences betwcen 
illjured leg and cOlltrol group values occur thirty-two to thirty-six days post trauma (recording lIl). 
Four to cight days post trauma (recording I) the motor nerve conduction "doeity of the cOllfralater-
al leg in the distal segmcnts (CAMVE and KAi\lVE) is significantl)' lower than that in the control 
group. These lowcr vclocities are a1so present eighteen 10 twenty-two days post trauma (rccording 
U) and even thirty-two to thirty-six days post trauma. 
For the proximaI segment (KCMVT) na statistically signifcant diftèrences between contfillateralleg 
and control group are observed. For the injured leg at CA1\1VE and KAi\fVE there is a significant 
increase in motor condution velocity in rccording lIl, when compared with recording I. For the 
KAMVE segment there is all increasc in recording II when compared to recording I. For both CAM-
VE and KAMVE there is linear trend ",hen comparing the valucs of Reording I, II and lIl. For 
KAMVE this trend is stronger then foi CAMVE (p~ 0.00\ vs p~ 0.0\9). For KCMVT no such diffe-
rcnces and no linear trend were obsen'ed. For the contralatcraI leg and the control group, no signifi-
cant differences occur bctween recordings I, 11 and TIl and no linear trend was found. 
Table 2. Deep peroneal nerve: mean motor nerve conduction velocities and standard deviations (mS') in the 
segments caput fibulae·ankle, knee·ankle, and knee·caput fibulae 
Recording I Recording 11 Recordinglll linear Trend 
CAMVE 
lnjured 44.6±3.0 45.7>3.4 46.6±0.0 
Contralateralleg 45.5±3.3 45.5±3.6 46.3±3.5 
Control group 48.0±2.5 a * 49.6±3.6 a * 49.1±4.0 b. 
KAMVE 
Injured 44.5±2.4 46.0±3.0 46.4±2.9 • 
Contralateralleg 45.7±3.\ 45.7±3.6 46.4±2.6 
Contro! group 49.0±2.8 a * SO.0±43 a * 49.29±4.2 b+ 
KCMVT 
Injured 50.\±9.2 52.5± 10.5 55.1>10.0 
Contralateral leg 55.5±8.5 55.3±9.9 56.5,8.2 
Control group 57.0± 11.8' 60.4± 12.0' 55.3,9.2 
CAMVE= caput flbulae-ankle motorve:ocity; extensor digitorum brevÎs used for DML values 
KAMVE::: knee·ankle motorveiocity; extensor digitorum brev;s used for DML vaiues 
KCMVf::: knee·caput fibulae motorveiocity; tiblalis anterior used for DML values 
a Compared with injured leg; P < 0.001; * Compared with contra!ateralleg: P < 0.001. 
b Comparedwith injured leg; P < 0.01; • Compared with contra\ateralleg: P < 0.01. 
C Compared with injured leg; P < 0.05; • Compared with contra1ateralleg: P < 0.05. 
0} Compared with recording I: P < 0.01. 
Jt. Compared with recording I: P < 0.05. 










While stimulating the deep peroneal nervc at the anklc, the fibular head and the knee, four to eight 
da}'s posttrauma, the GvlAP amplitudes of the extensor digitorum brevis (EDB) muscIe were recor-
ded. The amplitudes of the injured Iegs were significantI}' low ered when compared to the contra la-
terallegs and contral group (AnkIe: resp. p~0.004 and 0.000; Fibular head: resp. p~0.037 "nd 0.028 
and Knee: resp. p::::0.0'15 and 0.031) When stimulated at thc ankle, eighteen to twenty-two days 
posttrauma, the CblAP amplitudes of the EDB of the injured legs were stilliowered ",hen compared 
with the control group (p= 0.024) but not when compared to the contralaterailegs (p=O.075). 
Whell stimulated at the fibular head and the knee, no differences with the contralateraliegs and 
control group was observed. Thirty-two to thirty-sLx days posttrauma, Ci\lAP amlpitudes of the 
EDD of the injured legs were similar to those of the contralateralleg and con trol group. 
Thc C~dAP amplitudcs of the tibialis allterÎor muscles of the Îlljured legs was not lowered when 
compared to those of thc cOlltralaterallegs and control group. 
To evaluate the correlation between motor Ilerve conductÎon ydodty aud clinical gnlding, the me;1l1 
differences betweell injured leg and contralaterallcg of the four motor ner\'e collduction veIodt)' 
parameters were compared (tabie 3). Obviously there is 110 c orrdation. 
Table 3. Correlation between electrophysiological findings and clinical grading 
Grade I Grad.1I G,ad.1II rand P values 
CAMVE ·0.44 (2.7) 3.00 (t.0) 0.42 (3.5) r 0.25 
PO.14 
KAMVE 0.22 (2.7) 0.67 (0.6) 1.17 (3.5) ,0.20 
PO.t8 
KCMVT 3.56 (11.1) 6.&7 (14.8) 2.54 (13.4) r·0.06 
P 0.38 
KCMVP 5.56 (10.8) 14.00 (3.0) 9.77 (9.9) ,0.16 
P 0.22 
Mean differences and standard deviations beh':een injured leg and contra!ateralleg were taken as a parameter tü analyze the 
correlation ben'leen electrophys;o!og:cal fmdings and dinical grading. Correlation coefflcients and corresponding P-values 
were caku!ated with Spearmans rank correlation test 
Discussion 
Since Cohen proposcd the 'arthro-kinetic reflex' as the mechanisIll for stabilizing jointsi, several 
authors accepted ank!e stability to be dependent on all intact reflex mechanisnrl ,5,6,12. These allthors 
suggest that 'functional instability' is predominantl}' caused by injured joint receptors (disturbed 
propriocepsÎs). Howcver) the possibility of lowered nerve conductioll yelodtîes as an explanation for 
functional instability is not mentioncd. In our vicw this can be an additional factor ",hieh for Îllstan-
ce can explain the prolonged peroneal Jl1usde reaction time found by Konradsen alld Ravnll . 
In the present stud)' motor neIve conduction \'clodt}' is taken as a parameter to analyzc a supposed 
peroneal necve lesion. The motor nerve conduction yelodt}' of the superfidal aud deep peroneal 
nerve turned out to be lower after ÎnversÎon trauma. In our opinion this is due to a traction Iesion. 











Figure 3 Location of the superficial and deep peroneal 
ner.'e and the d;sp!acement during normal inver5~on. The 
disp!acement can be seen as a part of a cirde. According to 
the equation: 5::: a * r, with a ~ 45° (0,8 rad.) and r1::: 4 cm in normal inversion, a 3~cm disp!acement of the inter-
mediate dorsal cutaneal branch of the superficial peroneal 
nerve has to be compensated for in normal circumstances. 
For the branches of the deep peroneal nerve J! = 45° and 
rl ::: 5 cm, a4-cm disp!acement has to be compensated for. 
Because of the relath'e lateral position on the dor-
sum of the foot, displacemellt of the sllperficial 
peroneal nerre at the level of the ankle occurs 
espedally by the supinatian component of inyer-
sion movemellt (figure 3). In normal inversion 
this displacemellt is about three centimeter. 
Displacemellt of the deep peroneal nerve is main-
Ir due ta the plalltar tlexion component of illver-
sion (figure 3). In normal inversion this displace-
ment is about four centimeters, 
In lll\'ersion, damagc to the peroneal nerye will 
narmall}' not occur bccause of a yariet}' of 
compensating mechanisms29,28,17,19. However, 
during inyersion trauma extcnsive displacement 
can take place. Stretching a peripheral nerve bey-
ond a certain percentage of ill vivo length, leads to 
acute and long-term deficiencies in intraneural 
drCldation and thus to alterations in the canduc-
tion properties1S,IS,16. Jrreyersible fllnctianal defi-
cit has been shown after strain of more than 12 
percent of the in situ strain of rabbit tibial 
nen'e l .!. The question arises whether the inversion 
induced lowering of the motor conduction velod-
ty found in the present stud}' can he due to stret-
ching the superficial alld deep peroneal nen'e bey-
ond 'critical' values, In this respect four factors 
should be considered. Firstly the length of the 
nerve segment over whieh the elongation has to 
be compensated for. Assuming the totallength of 
the peroneal nerve to be 100 centimeters from 
plexus to the end of the intermediate cutaneous 
nerve, a three centimeter displacell1ent of the ner-
ve at the lateral side of the foot results III an elon-
gation of three percent. However, the peroneal 
nerve has an awkward position just distal ta the 
caput fibulae. Here the nerye enters a Illusculo-
tendinous arch in the peronells langlIs Illllscie. In 
si,x out of fifteen anatomieal preparations we 
foulld astrong!)' diminished gliding ll1echanism 
whereas in tluee this meChallisll1 was not present 
at all (unpublished data). In the latter case the 
tota1length over whieh the elongatiol1 has to be 
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compensated for will be about fifty centimeters, elllarging the clongation to SLX percent in normal 
iuversion. Furthermore, where the nerve pierces the crural fascia au analogous entrapment can be 
expectedl3 • With a fixation of the nerve at this site the elongation has to be compellsated over about 
twen!}' centimeters; an elollgation of fifteen percent is already in the critical area. 
Secondly the total amount of displacement in the foot is of importance. When the entire bod)' 
weight is exerted to the inverted ankle, a larger inversion angle and consequently a larger nen'e dis-
placement can be expected. 
A third factor is the veloeit)' of the traction forces. In dail)' life, marked dysfullction is not Iikely to 
occur, because the traction force will be exerted gmduall}' and slowI}'. In inversion trauma all 
abrupt, fast tractioll will be exerted on the nerve. Such all accelerated force can be damaging to thc 
neryc20,14 • 
The last factor which has to be taken into account is the simultanei!}' of tractioll and compressioll 
forces. In moving the foot mediallr (adduction component of inversion), the fibular head becOines a 
pulley to the peroneal nerve. In rounding this pulley, an additional trallsverse force is exerted resul-
ting in compression of the nerve. ActualI}' the nerye is double crushed. 
From the present study the question arises whether lowered motor nen'e conductioB yelocit}' after 
iuversion trauma can recover and if 50 at what specd? 
At Recording IJ the motor nen'e conduction yeloeit}' of the sllperficial peroneal nerve of the illjured 
leg, is not significantl)' difterent from Recording I. However the conduction veloeit)' is significantly 
smaller when compared to normal (control group) values. Thirty-two to thirty-sLx da}'s post-trau-
ma the motor nerve conduction veloeit}' is not different from normal (control group) yalues; 
obyiollsly recoYer)' did occur (tabie 1). 
In the peroneus longus muscIe no lowered amplihldes of the C~·[AP are obsen'ed. It can be conduded 
that no alterations in the relationship between nen'e conductioll and musde action have taken place. 
For the Jeep peroneal nen'e, differences in recovery time are fouud between the proximal segment 
(kneNaput: KCMVT) and the distal segments (caput-mille: CAMVE and knee-ankle: KAMVE) 
and between CMvfVE and KAMVE (tabie 2). In the KCMVT segment still a difterence with control 
group values exists three weeks posttrauma (Recording II) but not after five weeks (Recordillg IlI). 
Since there is 110 linear trend to recovery in this respect there is some inconsistency in the recoYer)' 
of the KCj\ .. lVT segment. It should be noted that determining impulse conduction veloei!}' in the 
(smalI) knee-caput segment is not ver)' eas}'; inaccuraeies in measurement have a relatiyely large inf-
luence. Consequently, both KCi'vlVP and KCMVT values have rather large standard deyiations when 
compared with the CAMVE and KAMVE values (tabie land 2). 
In both CA.i\n'E and KAMVE a linear trend for recovery is found althougll at recording III (about 
five weeks post trauma) recovery to normal values is not complete. 
Although no definite conclusions can be drawn about the canse of this difference in recovery time, 
besides inaccuraeies in measuremellts, two mechanical explanatiolls call be proposed: a) larger trac-
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tion forces applied to the distal nerve segment anci b) swelling in the ankle. 
lid a) Distal to the extensor retinaculum, the motor branch to the extensor digitonun brevis musde 
sharply deviates to the lateral side of the foot. In forceful inversion tl distraction of this part of 
the dccp pCfOneal nerve can take place bet ween the extensor retinaculllIll tlnd extensor digitofllm 
brcvis. 
ad b) The motor branch to the extensor digitofUm brevis muscIe is located in the region where, due 
to the lesion, swelling occurs. A maintailled compression on the distal part of the nerve (which al-
readyendured a traction Icsion) could be the cause of the slO\ver recO\'err of the distal segments of 
the peroneal nerve. 
Four to eigbt days post trauma, Ihe motor nen'e conduclion veloeity values of the contralateralleg 
are significantl)' lower Ihan those of the col/trol group (tabie 2). 1\\'0 possible explallalions for this 
remarkable phenomenon arise. Firstl)', Ihe inversion trauma also affects the deep peroneal nerye of 
the contralateralleg. This possibility is supported bl' the findings of Gauffin8 and by the tendencl' of 
motor nerye conduction "doeit}' values to increase in the contralateral leg during the five weck 
period of this stud}' (tabie 2). Secondl}', the patients arc characterized b)' a pre-cxistent 10w motor 
nerve conduction veloeit)' of the deep peroneal nen'e in both legs, predisposing them for iuversion 
trauma. To investigate this possibility a prospective stud)' in 130 volunteering soldiers of the Royal 
Dutch Infantry is now perfoflned. 
In the injured leg a lowered amplitude of the CMAP was found in the recordings of the deep pero-
Heal nerve in which the ex1ensor digitorum brevis was used for distal motor latencÎes. No altemtions 
in amplitude of the CMAP of the tibialis anterior muscIe were found. These findings suggest a 
lesion in the extensor digitorum breyis muscIe and not in the tibialis anterior musde. This would be 
in agreement with the observations of Jennekens et al. ll ShOWÎllg evidence of frequent denervation 
alld slow reinnen'ation of the extensor digitorum brevis muscIe, but not of the tibialis anterior 
muscle. However, it has to be bom in mind that it cannot be excluded that the observed low ampli-
tudes of the exteHsor digitorlllll brevis observed in the present stud)' could be due to swelling over 
the extensor digitonllll brevis; in the area in which the C~·,'1AP of the tibialis anterÏor llluscie was 
recorded 1)0 sllch swelling occurs. 
In tlus stud)' there appeared to be 110 relatioll beh\'een the clinical evaluation of ankle illstability alld 
lllotor llen'e conduction velocity of the peroneaillerve, being an important part of the ankle joint 
stabilizing reflex and hence of fllnctional stability. This is in accordance with the dinically often 
encountered difference in dinically 'measured' joint stability and the functional stability as reported 
by patients. 
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Conclusions 
The rcsults of this stud)' support the hypothesis of all injury to the peroneal nen'e Înduced b)' inyer-
sion trauma. In the concept of the joint stabilizing 'arthro-kinetic' reflexes such a defidency can jeo-
pardize the functional stability of the ankle joint. \\~1CJl na adequate measures are taken, normal 
loading patterns (walking, jumping etc.) can already be hazardous to the joint) leading to secondary 
inyersion trauma and cventually to chronie instability of the ankle joint. 
No rclation was fOUlld between the subjecfÎve clinical grading and electrophysiological findings. 
i\'fotor nerve conductioll veIodt}' measuremellts, performed with surface electrodes, mean practical-
I)' no extra illCOIlvenience to the patients, do not take a lot of time and can be perfofflled within 
four to eight da}'s post trauma. These advantages can make motor nen'e conduction "eIoeit)' meas-
urements (in addition to mechanical testing) all important taal in the earl)' assessment and therap}' 
of !lIl1ctioflal iflstability of the aukle joint. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Inversion trauma as a cause oflowered motor nerve 
conduction velocity of the peronealnerve 
A prospective IOllgitudinal study 
Abstract 
Ta analyse whether inversion trauma lowers the motor nerve conduction velodt}' of the peroneal 
nen'e, a prospective study was perfaflned on 120 recruits of the Dutch Royal Army. The motor ner-
ve conduction veIodt}' of the deep and superfidal peroneal nerve was assessed upon entering milita-
ry service (baseline values) and four ta eight, 18-22 and 32-36 days after inversion trauma if it 
occurred. Nine recruits suffered inversion trauma within 3 mOllths follow up of whom 7 had a 
known post trauma fallow up. Twent}' five recruits were taken as controls. Four to eight days post 
trauma motor nerve conduct ion veIodt}' of the deep peroneal nerve was significantly lowered when 
compared with baseline values. This holds for bath the knee-ankle ,md caput fibulae-ankle seg-
ments of the deep pcroneal nerve. Baseline values of recruits who suffered two or more inversion 
traUIlIas in the past (N::::9) were significalltly lower than those of recruits who had suffered na or 
one inversion trauma (N::::lll). A causal relationship is shown between inversion trauma and deep 
peroneal nerve functioll defidt. The observations support the clinical importance of perolleal nerve 
function in ankIe joint stabilizing reflexes. 
Ke)' words: Ankle injuries, nerve lesions) joint instability 
Introduction 
hlYersion trauma of the ankle joint forms a quantitatively alld qualitatively large problem in health 
care. Jn Ihe Netherlands) the estimated number of injuries of the anklc in anc year was 630.000 of 
which 310.000 ",ere medically treated1• On <lverage there is a 2.9 da)'s interruption of work2• 
Furthermore, after initial treatmcnt) about 30% of the patients continues to have feelings of'giving 
way' and instabilityJ..t. 
Generally the cause of sustaÎlled illstability is considered to be torn capsule and ligaments at the 
latcral sidc of the ankIe. However, another cause for persistent joint instability might be defidency 
in muscular reflex acti"ity5.8. 
Apart from intact joint capsule and ligaments, other parts of the reflex chain ( among which pero-
nealnerves, peroneal J11usdes and anterior tibial lllllscle) arc csscntial for ankle joint stability9,lo. 
Because of its anatomical course, espedally the peroneal neryc is vulnerable to traction lesions 
during invcrsion trauma. After inversion trauma, patients showed a significantly lowered motor ner-
ve conduction vclodty of the peroneal nerve when compared to the contralateralleg and to a con-
trol groupll. In that stud}' pre injury values of motor nerve conduction velodt}' were not ayailable. 
Therefore it (ould not be established whether the low motor neryc conduction velodt)' was pre exis-
tent or whether it was actually caused by inversioll trauma. To stud}' th is relationship, wc assessed 
the motor nerve conduction velodty of thc peroneal nerve before and after trauma. 
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Patients and methods 
Slllljects 
After ther gave their ,\'ritten informed consent, motor nerve conduction veloeit}' (mne\') of the deep 
and superficial perOileal nerve was measured in both legs of 120 health}' male recfllits of the Dutch 
Royal Arm)', (l8~26 years of age, me,1l1 20.4 ±2.0). lvleasurements were performed within the first 
three weeks after entering military service. During the followhIg tluee month training period, 
9 recfllits suffered an inversion trauma. Two of them were lost for post trauma follow up due to 
detachment in another arm)' camp. Sevell recruits (19~23 years of age, mean 20.8 ±1.7) were avail-
able tor all post trauma measurements. Previously one had suftèred from h\'o inversion traumas, 
five from ane inversian trauma. In all cases the last trauma occurred at least ane year before baseline 
measurements. One recruit never suftèred inversion trauma before. To exdude patients with fractu-
res from the illvestigation, A-P and lateral radiographs of the mille were taken hl relevant cases. 
Mcthods 
The stud}' concerned patients with mille trauma who cOllsulted the medical officer. During their 
first visit a bandage was applied ta patients diagnased to have: 'Isalated inycrsion trauma Grade I, 11 
or lIL' The grading s)'stem is based on clinical testing and has been described in detail in a previous 
publicationl1 • The patients were asked to refrain from loading the ankk to take as much rest as pos-
sible aud to consult the medical officer again four to eight da)'s later. Then the patients were reexa-
mincd. Patients were asked to participate in this stud)', provided the same clinical grade of inversion 
trauma was assigned by an independent observer. After giving their written informed consent mne" 
of the peroneal nerve was measured (Recording 11) aud a tape bandage was applied for ten days. 
Bandages in all paticnts were applied by the same experienced physiotherapist. After this period the 
tape bandage was removed aud the recruits were assigned to light duties for another ten days. 
Recording III was perfonned four days after remo"al of the tape bandage, Le. eigllteen to h\'wty-
two days post trauma. Recording IV was perfonned thirty~h\'o to thirty-six days post trauma. All 
mne" measurements were also performed on the contralateralleg. 
To evaluate the eftècts of lllYersion trauma on the mne" of the deep peroneal nerve mlle\' was meas-
ured in three segments. In the Caput-Ankle{CAE) and Knee~Ankle (KAE) segment the Extensor 
digitorum brevis was used for distal motor latene)' (Dj\'[L) values and in the Knee-Caput 
fibulae(KCT) segment the Tibialis anterior l11uscle was used for D~v[L values. For the eftèct on the 
sllperfieial peronealnerve, mlle" in one segment was measured. In this Knee-Caput fibulae segment 
(KCP) the peroneus longus Illuscle was llsed for Df\'IL values. For a detailed descriptiol1 of the nerve 
stimulation and recording methad see ref. 11. 
Comparing the injured leg with the contralateralleg can be misleadingI1 ,1l. Therefo re, the llljured 
legs were compared to both the contralateralleg of the patients, aud the matched legs of a con trol 
group. The control group consisted of a random sample of h\'enty-five healthy recruits (18-25 years 
of age, mean age 20.5 ±1.8). Their second recording occurred cighteen to twenty-two days after the 
fint recording (i.e. in time comparable with recording III of the experimental group). Since in our 
previous stud)']] no tllne effects were observed in healthy subjects. the control group \'alues of the 
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second recording were also used for comparison with the experimental group at recordings III and 
IV. All measurements were perfornled under the same conditions. 
Statistical alwlysis 
Paired and unpaired samples t-tests were lIsed to analyse pre and post injllr}' conditions, time effects 
and differences hetween iujured, contralateralleg and control group. 
Resldts 
11ljllred leg 
Four to eight days post trauma (Recording IJ) the mnc\' in the segments CAE and KAE of the deep 
peroneal nerye of the injured leg was significantly lowered when compared to the baseline yalues of 
the same leg (tables 1 and 2). In the KCT segment of the deep peroneal nerve and the KCP segment 
of the supcrficial peroneal nerve of the injured leg. the mnc\' was also lower after trauma, but not 
signifiC<1ntl)' so. In all four segments measured, the mncy of the deep peroneal nerve of the injured 
leg was lower four to eight days post trauma when compared with bath contralateralleg and control 
group values. Trus is) however also not significant. This tendency is not apparent 18-22 and 32-36 
days post trauma (tables 1 and 2). 
Eightecn to 22 days post trauma (Recording JIJ), mnev v<llues in the injured leg tended to be higher 
than baseline values in the segments CAB <tnd KAE of the deep peronealnerve and in the Kep seg-
ment of the superficial perol1eal nerve. 
Thirty-two to 36 days post trauma (Recording IV),mnev values in the iujured leg tended to be lower 
when compared with the yallles of recording lIJ; they become comparable to baseline yalues. 
Table 1. Superfidal peroneal nerve: mean motor nerve conduction velodties (and SEM) in m.s-l between 
knee·caput fibulae; Peroneal muscIe for OMl va lues 
Superfidal peroneal nerve Recording I Recording 11 Recording 111 Recording IV 
Baseline 4·8 days 18·22 days 32·36 days 
values Posttrauma Posttrauma Posttrauma 
KCP 
Injured 56.65 (7.2) 55.83 (9.8) 59.17 (8.8) 58.16 (5.9) 
(n=7) pl·2 :0.78 
Contralateral 53.06 (1 1.9) 59.14 (6.4) 59.73 (5.2) 57.55 (3.6) 
LEG (n=7) 
Control group (n=25) 53.00 (7.9) 60.43 (5.9) 
KCP::: segment Knee·Caput fibulae; Peroneus longus muscIe tor DML va\ues 
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COlltralateralleg rllld cOlltrols 
During the 36 da}' trial period. the I11nc\' \'alues tended to rise both in the contralateralleg of the 
patients and the legs of the con trol group. The mnc\' values of the contralateralleg of the patient 
tended to be lower than those of the control group. 
Table 2. Deep peroneal nerve: mean motor nerve conduction velocities (and SEM) in Ol.s·l between caput 
fibulae·ankle, knee·ankle and knee·caput fibulae 
Deep peroneal nerve Recordingl RecordingIl Recordinglll RecordinglV 
Baseline 4·8 days 18·22 days 32-36 days 
values Posttrauma Posttrauma Posttrauma 
CAE 
Injured 48.98 (2.9) 47.18(3.1) 49.43 (2.9) 48.56 (4.2) 
(n=7) pl·2 :0.00 




47.78 (3.6) 48.99 (3.0) 
KAE 
Injured 49.00 (2.7) 47.25 (3.3) 49.77 (3.1) 48.60 (4.3) 
(n=7) pl·2 :0.03 




48.47 (5.0) 49.32 (3.4) 
KCT 
Jnjured 55.78 (5.2) 53.00 (7.3) 53.18 (4.5) 59.52 (7.3) 
(n=7) pl·2: 0.35 
Contralateralleg 50.83 (2.5) 56.64 (7.8) 54.45 (4.4) 57.28 (4.1) 
(n=7) 
Control group 53.55 (8.7) 58.96 (7.1) 
(n=25) 
CAE = segment Caput fibulae· Ankie; Extensor digitorum brevis musde for DML values 
KAE = segment Knee-Ankle; Extensor d;gitorum brevis musde for OML values 
KCT = segment Knee-Caput fibulae; Tib~alis anterior muscle for OML values 
Baseline vallles 
Baseline mnc\' values (including the pre injurr values of the se\'en patients) were not different [rom 
previously reported valuesll ,\3,I4. In the KAB and CAB segments of the deep perOilCal ner\'e of 
9 reeruits with a histor}' of two or more inversion trauma. mnev values were significantly lower than 
those of the 111 reeruits who suffered one or no inversion trauma in the past{KAE: 45.3±2.4 vs. 
48.1±4.0; P ~O.üIO and CAE: 45.13.5 vs. 48.0±3.5; p~O.027). 
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In all segments, pre injllr)' values of the 'injured leg to be' of the seycn patients tended to be highcr 
when comparcd to the baseline yallies of the contralateralleg. In sLx of the patients the 'injured leg 
to be' was the lcg of preference (defined as the leg they used for shooting a ball and for push off in 
jumping). 
Discussion 
In several studies on joint stability, thc importance of joint stabilizing (arthro kinetie) reflexcs has 
been emphasised5•11. Inadequate reflexes call lead to delay in peroneal muscIe reaction time and 
therefore can lead to (chronie) functional instabilit)' of the ankle joint. In paticnts sufferillg from 
chranie ankle instability, Konradsen and Ram suggested injury to joint receptors as cause of dela)'ed 
peroneal muscIe reaction time and chranie ankle instability9. Howe\'er, the same authors could find 
no pro of for trus hypothesis and therefore suggested deficiencies in muscIe receptor function to be 
the cause of dela)'ed peronealmuscle reaction l5 • Considering the significanti)' lowered mney of 
sllperficial alld deep peroneaillen'es after inycrsion trauma, found in <l previous stud)' we proposed 
a traction lesion of the peroneal neryc as cause of a dela)'ed peroneal muscle reaction time!!. 
In the present sh!d)', pre injllr}' mney values were obtained from a group ver}' homogenous in age, 
lellgth, gender, activities and even footwear. After inversion trauma (Recording II), the mnev in thc 
Caput-Allkle and Knee-Ankle segments of thc deep peroneal nerve of the injllred leg was signifi-
cantI)' lowered when compared with pre injury yalues. In the (short) Knee-Capllt segments of both 
deep and superficial peroneal nerve mnev tended to be lower but no statistical significanee was 
reachcd. The lack of statistical significanee on thesc short segmcnts can be attributed to I) the small 
numbcr of patients (N::::o7) and 2) the relatively high standard deviations. Thc latter is due to practi-
call)' unavoidable inaccuracies in assessing nen'e segment length. This Înaccurae)' has a re1atively 
large effect in muev assessment in short nerve segments. 
The reslilts show that due to juversion trauma the mncv of the deep peroneal nerve is lowered. One 
of the l11usdes innervated by this nerve, the anterior tibial I1lllsclc. shows high E.J\tG. activity in 
heel strike and initial stance phase of normal gaitlO • Lowering of the nu1CV, callsed by iuversion trau-
ma, could lead to prolonged tibial muscIe reaction timc and therefore to difficulties in stabilizing 
the ankle in these phases of normal gait. The mean decrease in nl11CV in the CAE and KAE segments 
is reIativel)' small (4 and 5%, rcspectively) but group statistics have limited value for the individual. 
This can be illustrated by the model presented in our previous stud)'. The model shows that, among 
others. the position of the peroneal nerve in relation ta thc rotation a.xÎs plays a role in the percenta-
gc elongation due to trauma. Since this position is variabie, the effect of the inversion trauma on 
nerve length varies accordingl)'. In the present trial two out of seven patients showed after iuversion 
trauma an almost ten percent decrease in mnc\'. In these patients, larger problems in ankle joint sta-
bilisation can be expected than in the others. 
Whether lowered mnev ean be related to chronie ankle instability aud clinical variables like paiu, 
fear of giving wa}' and fear of re injury is subject of a prospectiYe. longitudinal stud}' with a 9 month 
follow-up period IlOW performed at the trauma department of a large regioual hospital. 
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The results of the present study do not contradict the hypothesis of a traction lesion as cause of the 
lowered mlle" of the peroneal neryes after iJwersioll trauma) formulated in a previous study10. 
However) it caBnat be exduded that the iJlll11obilisation after the trauma during 4-8 da)'s is the 
cause of the decrease in Jl1ne\', not the trauma itself. Ta analyse this possibility a study wiII be perfar-
med ta analyse the effects of short (4-8 days) immobiIisation on mnev of the peroneal nerves. 
Eighteen to 22 days post trauma mne" values of KAE and CAE segments of the deep peroneal nerve 
of the injured leg tended to be higher when compared to both baseline and control values. This is 
not in line with the resllIts of a previous studyll) in whieh 32-36 da}'s post trauma, mne\' was still 
significantly lower when eompared with contral v'llues. Probably this discrepaney is reIated to a dif-
ferenee in treatment. In the previous stud)' the patiellts were immobiIised rat her rigidl)' (semirigid 
bandage for four or sLx weeks) when campared with the patients in this trial (tape bandage for ten 
days followed by remabiIisation). Wc assume that the fust recovery of mIlcv in this stud)' is due ta 
the beneücial effects of earl)' remobilisation and exerciseI6,I7. 
COlltmlateralleg 
Four to 8 days post trauma) nUle\' values in all four segments of the contralateralleg, tended to be 
lower than mIlCV values of the control group. This is consistent with our previous findings, 
Howe\'er) compared to their own baseline values, the JllIlCV of the contralateralleg tended to in-
crease. This diserepaney needs attentiol1 sinee normally c1inicians do not have the opportunity 
to compare post trauma values with baseline values of the patient. The)' ha\'e to rel}' on 'nonnal> 
values, 
The necessit}' to be cautious with camparisons of patient data with 'noTlna!' data beeOllles even 
more poignant when realising that in th is stud}' the normal \'alues are obtailled from a group per-
feetly eomparable with the patients and exeeptionally homogenous. 
The increase in the mnC\' of the contralateral leg seen after trauma when compared to baseline 
values is remarkable but not unexpeeted. We assume that due to trauma the contralaterallcgs were 
used more intensively. Also in this case we attribute this merease in mnev in the contralaterallegs to 
the effect of exercisel6, 17. In faet, durmg the trial period not only mIlCV values of the contralateral 
leg tended to rise but also those of the controls. Exclusively the mllev val lies of the injured legs show 
a decrease. This could indicate a general increase of the peroneal nerve due to thc (military) trai-
ning. 
Strati~'ing the population of 120 recruits aecording to the criterion: 'suffered na or anc inversion 
trauma' (N:;::;;ll1) versus 'sllffered two or more Îiwersion trauma>s> (N::::9), baseline mne\' values of 
the latter group were shown to be signifieantly lower. This is in line with the finding that J 5 patients 
suffering from severe chranie ankIc instability measured just befare reconstructi"c surgery show a 
relativelr low mllev of the peroneal nervcs (18% lower than control group v,tlues; Kleinrensink, 
unpllblished resuIts). Both findings are indicative for a relationship bet ween low mne\' of the pero-
nealnerve and chronie instabiJity of the ankIe. Whether there is a corrclation between number of 
in\'ersion traumas and the magnitude of mne\' decrease is subject of a prospective longitudinal trial. 
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Conclusion 
Pour to eight days af ter inversion trauma mne\' values in the Caput fibulae-Ankle and Knee-Ankle 
segments of the deep peroneal nerve were lowcr than pre trauma mncv "alues. The findings are 
indicative for a causal relationship between În"crsion trauma and f unction deficit of the dcep pero-
neal nerve. 
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General discussion and summary 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
General discussioll 
This thesis deals with two aspects of the humanlocomotor s}'stem, Illobility of joints and stabilityof 
joints in relation with biomechanical tensioll of periphcral nervcs. Inline with this division, this dis-
CUSSiOIl is divided into two sections. 
Section one 
The effect of motioll 011 periphemlnerve temion G1/d the l'aille of ncrve tCIlS;OIl tests ;n the diagllosis of 
nerl'e lesioll5 . 
. Mobility of the upper Iilllb is the central issue in chapter 2, 3, 4 and 5. To allow certam combina-
tions of movelllents of shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, the peripheral nerves of the upper extremi-
tJ' have to be e1astic and mobile with respect to their surroundings. During movements within the 
norIllal range of Illotion (RoJ\'1) minor or even IlO tensile forccs will be generated in the nerve. 
However, when the moyements of the extremity exceed eertain limits the peripheral nerves call 
restrict mobility. This holds especially in case of decreased mobility alld/or elastieity of the llen'e. 
Sueh a decreasc is not exceptional. Even complete fixation of the nerve due to adhesions between 
ller\'e and surroulldings is obscn'ed (e.g. peroneaI nerve behind the fibular head (sec chapter 6). 
The limitcd capadt}' of nerve stretch can also be used to advantage. With knowledge of thc anato-
mical course of a peripheral ncrre, specific combination of movements eall be used to selecth'ely 
stretch the nervel . In case of ncrvc or nerve root injury these motion pattcrns can be used la proYo-
ke complaints as pain and paraesthesia and henee becollle a diagnostie taal. Althollgh such fast, easy 
and cheap stretch tests are attractive calltion is recommended. Interpretation of thc test resuIts is 
often difficlilt since the distribution of tensile forces along the nerve) callsed b}' the test manoeuvre, 
is not known. In the series of studies whieh form the basis of the fist section of this thesis, we 
attempted to answer two major questions: 
1) What is the distribution of farces along the median nerye due to moycments within the normal 
Roi\H and 
2) Are the tension tests for the nerves of the upper extremÎty as suggestcd bl' Elycy alld coworkers1,J 
sensitive and specific? 
The fi.rst problem was to develop a device capable to quantify tensile farces in peripheralnervcs. 'Ve 
adapted the bllCkIe force transducer as constructed hl' Peters4 and validated this instrument for the 
use on !len'e tissue. The reslilts of the validatioll experiments (unpublished data) were promising 
and it was decided to perform a measurement series to evaluatc tensile forces in peripheral neryes. 
This mcthod of assessing tensile farces in nerve lissue ean not be used il1 vivo. Thc use of il1 vil'o 
animal cxperiments could be considered but extrapoiatioll of the outcome to the human ;n vivo 
sitllation can be disputcd. Experiments on unembalmed hUlllan bodies in situ are to be preferred 
but because of several restrictions (presslIre of time, possibilit)' of infectious disease ctc.) embalmed 
hUIlUU1 bodies have been used in addition to a lilllited number of unembahned hllman bodies. In 
chapter 2 this choke is justified. '\TC cOlllparcd tensile forces in thc median nerye caused by extremi-
ty positions within the normal RoM. A positiye correlation was fOUlld bch\'een tcnsile force data 
obtained from unembalmed and cmbalmed specin1ens. It was conduded that in comparative stu-
dies on peripheral nerye tension) data obtained from embalmed human bodies call be used, alt-
hough in cmbalmed human ner\'es the absolute tensile forces arc higher. 
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In chapter 3 the results are presented of a stud}' in which we measured the effect of twenty-two posi-
tions of the upper extremity on median llerve tension. This study provides illSight in the distribu-
tion of tensile forces along the median nerve due to positions within the normal Rol\t When forces 
were applied to the distal part of the nerve by changing the positiol1 of the wrist (e.g. dorsiflexion of 
the hand). tensile forces are transmÎtted along the median nerve lIpward to the brachial plexus. It 
turned out that tension in the proximal part of the median nen'e occms exclusivcly if dorsal flexion 
of the hand goes together with full eÀ'tension of the elbow. As a consequence we advise. for certain 
long smgical procedures with the paticnt in the supine positiall. fully abducted arm and extended 
elbow (e.g. during radical mastectomy), to chose a position of the arm with 900 flexion of the elbow. 
Secondly, with extended elbow, dorsal flexion of the hand causes increased tension in aU parts of the 
median nerve. With the e1bow in 900 fkxioll. the same wrist position Causes increased tension exdu-
sively in the most distal (wrist) part. Thus in the diagnosis and localisation of median nerye lesions, 
in principle. differentiation bet ween lesions in the upper and lower part of the median nerve is pos-
sible by manipulating specmc joints. 
The results of the stud}' discussed in chapter 3 form the basis for chapter 4. Here. in an anatomical 
and biomechanical stud}'. we evaluate nerve tensioll tests used in the diagnosis of nerve(root) and 
plexus lesions of the upper extremity. We studied the upper limb tension tests (ULTT) for the 
median, ulnar and radial ncrve, as weU as the ULTI combined with contralateral rotation and later-
al bend of the cervical spine (ULTT +). Measurements with buckle force transducers were performed 
on the mediall. ulnar and radial nerve and the medial, lateral and posterior cord of the brachial 
plexus of embalmed human bodies. Based on the outcome variabie (tensile force in N), exclusively 
the median nen'e ULTT and ULTT+ Ïllrned out to be sensitive and speeitic tension tests. Since the 
data of il1 vitro studies cannot be extrapolated directI}' to the il1 vivo situation the value of these tests 
in clinical situations must be collfirmed by means of controlled clinical trials. Before clinical 
research can be perfoflned the effect of tension tests on nerve fUllction in healthy volunteers should 
be established. In chapter 4 it was shown that onI}' the median nen'e ULTI and ULTT + could be 
seen as sensitive and specific tellsion tests. 50 in chapter 5 we evaluated these two tests in l'Î1'o to 
stretch the mcdian 11en'e. The effect of these tests on median nen'e function was evaluated with the 
latencies of Somato Sensory Evoked Potentials (SSEP) as an outCOJI1e variabie. Due to the test posi-
tions. the SSEP latencies were significantl}' enlarged. in SOllle recordings a 10% increase in SSEP 
latencies was fOUlld already after one minute of testing. Compared with SSEP latencies caused by 
the ULTT, the ULTT+ did not cause significantly larger SSEP latencies. This findillg is consistent 
with the finding in chapter 4 in which the ULTT + did not significantly incrcase tension when com-
pared with the ULlT. The findings confirm the collclusions from the in l'itro studies presented in 
chapter 3 and 4. and justify the use of the two median nen'e upper limb tension tests as clinical tools 
for generating tension in the median nerve. 
Condusion 
All duee illl'itro studies provide insight in the effects of nerve tension tests and of Illovements wit~ 
hin the normal RoM on the distribution of tensile forces in peripheral nerves and cords of the bra-
chial plexus. The ;11 vitro study on the value of nen'e tension tests in thc diagnosis of nerve and 
plexus lesions provides insight in the specificity and sensitivity of these tests based on tel1sile force 
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as an outcome variabie. The results of the ill \,jtro studies farm the basis for clinical eyaluation of 
these tests. We made a first step by evaluating the functional effects of h\'o ller\'c tension tests in 
healthy voluntecrs. The results) showing significantl}' enlarged SSEP latencies due to the testposi-
tions, are promisil1g. 
Section two. 
Peripheraillerve lesiOllS due to ilH'ersioll trauma al/d the possible role il1 (chrollic) rmkle joint jl1st(/bilit>~ 
In thc chapters 6 and 7 the effect of mO\'ements be)'OJld the normal ROl\-! (trauma) on peripheral 
nerve function is studied. DurÏllg hundreds of lectures on nlIlctional anatom)' and demonstrations 
in the dissecting room we C>..l'lained the harmfnl effects of extreme inyersion movement on the liga-
ments of the lateral side of the ankle. Howcycr. the effect on the peroIleal nerves never occurred as 
an issue needing attention. This is remarkable since the nerycs have a course farlher awa}' from the 
pronation and supiuation axis than the ligaments, making them in principle Illore vulnerable to 
traction lesions. 
In 1992 we started preliminarr experiments on embalmed human bodies which showed considera-
ble displacement and strctch of the perOJlfal nen'es even during normal in\'crsion llloYements. 
Simulation of inyersion trauma showed that a considerable amount of tension had to occur in these 
nen'es. A biomechallical model with (unpublished) data obtained from 15 embahned bodies (see 
chapter 6) showed that in norm al iuversion an elongatioll of 3 CIll (superficial perone-alnerve) and 
4 cm (deep peroneal nerve) had to be compensated for. Taking several aspects of the anatoIll)'. 
pathological anatoJ1l}' and trauma mechanics into account, it became dear that a lesion of the pero-
neal nerves had to be considered as a possible effect of illversion trauma. 
In chapter 6 the results of a prospectiye clinical trial are presentcd. Of 22 patients, the motor nerye 
conduction veloeit)' (mBcv) of the sllperficial and deep peroneal nen'e was measured 4-8, 18-22 and 
32-36 da}'s post trauma. As h)'pothesiscd. the mnc" values were significantl)' lowered after trauma 
when compared with those of the contralateralleg and a con trol group. This estabHshed a more 
solid belief in peroneal nerve lesions due to inversion trauma. Wc concluded that mIlCY measurc-
ments can be a vaillable tooi in assessing fuuctional instabilit)' of the ankle joint induced by invcr-
sion trauma more objecti"e1}'. 
No relation was fouud between clinical (mechanical) grading of thc hwersioll trauma and decrease 
of mIlC\'. It was conclllded that besides thc standard mechanical grading a more functional approach 
to the effects of this trauma is needed. 
One finding of th is stud)' nccds special attcntioll. Four to eight days post trauma. thc mIlev values of 
the deep pcroneal nerye of the cOlltmlatemllcg of the patients were significantly lower thall those of 
the cOl/trol group. Two possible explanations for this rcmarkable phcnomenon were considered. 
I:irstl)', an iu\'crsion trauma al50 negatively affects the deep peroneal nerve of the contralateralleg. 
Secol1dl)') thc patients are characterÏzed by a pre existent Imy Ilmc\' of the deep peroneal nen'e in 
both legs) predisposÎ.llg them for inversion trauma. Ta ilwestigate the last possibility pre trauma 
urnc\' values had to be compared with post trauma values. 
This led us to perform a prospective longitudinal stud)' in 120 recruits of the Ro}'al Dutch Arm)' of 
whieh the results are presented in chapter 7. The mnc" of the deep and superficial peronealncn'e 
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was assessed upan entering military serviee (baseline values) and 4-8, 18-22 and 32-36 days after 
inversion trauma. We could show that 4-8 da)'s post trauma mne\' of the deep peronealnerve was 
significantly lowered when campared with baseline values. So a causal relationship exists between 
inversion trauma and deep peroneal nen'e function deficit. Pour to cight days post traluua, the 
mnc\' val nes of the deep peroneal nerve of the eontralaterallegs of the patients tended to be lower 
than those of the control group Howeyer the deep peroneal nerve mney of the contralateralleg of 
the patients tended to be higher when compared with their own baseline \'alnes. Prom these findings 
we concluded that it is necessary to be eautious when comparing patient data with 'norm al' data. 
The more so, when it is realised that in this stud)' the normal \'alues are obtained from a exception-
alI)' homogenous control group, perfectI}' comparable with the patients. 
The results of the studies presented in the ehapters 6 and 7 are in line with the hypothesis of a trae-
tion lcsion as a possibie cause of thc lawered miK\' of the peroneailler\'es after in\'ersion trauma. 
Howe\'cr, it cannot be exduded that the ill1l1lobilisation following the invcrsion trauma is the eause 
of thc dccrease in mlle\'. Thercfore we will analyse the effects of short periods of immobilisation on 
the mne\' of peroneal ner\'es. 
In the prospecti\'e stud}', nine rccruits who suftèred two or more inversion traumas in the past 
showed a significalltly lower BUley when compared with their 111 collegues who sufJèred 110 or one 
iuversion trauma. This is in line with the finding that 15 patients sufièring from severe chronic ank-
Ie instability, measured just before reconstructi\'e surgery, show t1 relati\'ely law mllCY of the perone-
al nerves (18% lower than control group vallles; Kleinrensink, unpublished resuIts). Bath filldings 
are indicative for a relationship between low mnc\' of the peroneal nerye and ehranie instability of 
the ankie. If indeed low mne\' values of the peroneal uene have a role in the origin of ehrollic ankle 
instability the question adses what therapy eould be used to inerease mne" values. In this respect 
two studies are relevant. Sale et al.s and Kamen et al.6 showed that in athletes, exercise ean cause an 
increasc of mlle\' in peripheralnerves. This led us to perform a pilot stud)' in which patients sufiè-
ring from chronic ankle trauma (planned to have reconstructÎ\'e surgery of the lateral 'lIlkle liga-
ments) were given a rigid program of exercises. This program was meant to increase mlle\' of the 
perolleal nefves and hence to improve functional stability of the ankle. Prelimi1lary results show 
indeed an inerease in mney values of both peroneal nen'es and impro\'ed stability as shown by sta-
bilometrie data. 
Conclusion 
Both clinieal shldies confinu a causal relationsrup between in\'ersion trauma and a funetion deficit 
of the deep peroneal nerye aud possibl}' thc superficial peronealnerye. 
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Summary 
In Chapter 1 two central aspects of the locomotor system are introdllced, mot;otl and postIlre. The 
role of Anatomy in both the clinical-practical and scientmc-theoretical points of view on dysfunc-
tion of the locomotor system is discussed. Inversion trauma and (chronic) ankle instability are used 
to demonstrate the role of topographical anatonly in the clinical approach to dysfunctioll. The 
importance of functional anatomy when combined with biomechanics is emphasised by analysing 
the relevant structures and the chain of events ilwolved in (chronic) ankle instability. 
The concept of the arthrokinetic reflex of the ankle is used as basis for analysing the role of the 
peronealnerve in ankle joint stabilit)' and (chronic) ankle instability. With respect to 11JobiIit)', the 
Range of lvIotion(R01·1) is used to disCllSS whether combined moyements of the upper extremit)' 
can lengthen the arm nen'es beyond their physiologicallimit. FinalI}' the value of nen'e teusion tests 
tor the diagnosis of nerve and plexus lesions of the upper extremit)' is discussed and the experi-
ments are introduced to analyse the validity of these tests. 
In Chapter 2 we analyse the effects. of embahnment on the distribution of tellsile forces in the 
median nerve due to different joint positions within the normal RoM. To assess this distriblltion ;11 
situ experiments on unembalmed human bodics are preferred but this has practical restrictions 
(pressure of time, possibilit)' of infectious disease etc.) Here, a positiye correlation is shown between 
tensile force data from unembalmed and embalmed nerves. This finding justifies, for comparative 
studies on peripheral nerve teusion, the use of data obtained from embalmed Imman bodies. 
In Chapter 3 we describe the device, the 'buckle' force transducer, to assess tensile farces on perip-
heral nerves and the methad used to analyse the distribution of tensile farces along the median ner-
Ye. Twenty-two joint positions within the normal RoM were used including two positions defined as 
upper limb teusion tests (UITT) for the median nerye, one position defined as ULTT for the lilnar 
nerve and one position defined as ULTT for the radial nerve. 
It is shown that farces introduced to the distal part of the nerve for instance br dorsiflexion of the 
hand, can be transmitted along the median nerve upw<lrd to the brachial plexus. Howeyer, increased 
tension in the proximal part of the nerve exclusÎyely occurs when dorsal flexion of the hand is com-
bined with full extension of the elbow. The finding that tensile farces in the median nerve signifi-
cantly decreases b)' nexing the elbow is relevant for seyeral surgical procedures. Furthermore this 
finding is relevant in the diagnosis and localisation of llledian nerve lesions. With e).1ended elbow, 
dorsiflexion of the hand increases ten sion in all parts of the nerve. With f1exed elbow, the same wrist 
position causes increase in tension ani)' in the most distal (wrist) part. So, b)' lllanipulating specific 
joints it is, in principle, possible to differentiate between lesions in the proximal and distal part of 
the median nerye. 
In Chapter 4 we describe further improvelllent of the 'buckle' force transducers in assessing tensile 
farces in peripheral neryes. This chapter contains the results of part one (Anatomical and 
Biomechanical aspects) of the stud}': 'Upper limb tension tests as tools in the di,1gnosis of nen'e and 
ple)'l.lS lesions'. Tensile farces were measured in the median, ulnar and radial nerve as weil as in the 
cords of the brachial ple).l.ls, 
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The aims of th is study were twofold: 
1) 'lb analyse the validity of six ULIT's: the median, lunar and radial nerve ULTT and the same test 
positions with added contralateral rotation and lateroflexion of the cervical spine (ULTT +). 
Tensile farces (in N) were used as the outcome variabie. 
2) Ta analyse whether the tensile farces caused br the recolllmended tests positions \Vere transmit-
ted up to the Brachial plexus and if sa, how ther were distributed in the plexus. 
From the vast amount of test results it was conduded that: 
1) Based on the outcome variabIe. bath the median nerve VLTT and ULTr + are sensitive aud 
specific tension tests. This does not hold for the Vlnar and Radial nerve ULTT and ULTI +. 
2) 1ènsion introduced in the extremity is transmitted to bath the nen'es and the cords of the 
Brachial plexus. 
3) The observations support the concept of the brachial plexus having a function in distribllting 
mechanical forces, thus protecting the cCfvical nen'e roots against excessive traction farces. 
4) It is unlikelr that upper Iimb tension tests can be used to selecth'ely stress cervical nerve roots. 
Chapter 5 is formed by part t\\'o (Fullctional aspects) of the stud)' 'Upper limb tension tests as tools 
in the diagnosis of nen'e and plexus lesions~ In part anc we showed that with tensile farces as the 
outcome variabie out of the SLx tests studied exdusivel)' the median nervc ULTr and UITr + could 
be considered specifie and sensitive. Therefore wc analysed in part two only the effects of thc 
mediannerve ULTT and ULTr + on nerve fUBction. Somato Sensor}' Evoked Potential (SSEP) Iaten-
eies were used to quantify nen'e function. We showed that SSEP lateneies significantl)' inereased as a 
result of the two nerve teIlsion tests. Sincc increase in SSEP latencies is indicative for Bcrve elonga-
tion, the results of bath studies justi~· the clinical use of the median Derve ur;rr <Ind ULTT+ to 
stretch the median nerve and related parts of the brachial plexus. 
Chapter 6 describes the method used to assess fUDction (deficit) of the peroneal nerve after inver-
sion trauma. In 22 patients, 4-8.18-22 and 32-36 days after inversion trauma motor nen'e condue-
tiol1 veloeity (mllev) of bath the superfieial and deep peroneal nerve waS assessed. In the injllred leg, 
4-8 days post trauma mne\' in the knee-caput fibulae segment of the s/lperficial peroneal nerve was 
significantly lower when compared to the contralateralleg and to the con trol group. Five weeks post 
trauma these vahles were normal again. For all tluee segments of the deep peroneal nerve which 
were measured, the motor conduetion veloeity was significantI}' reduced. four to cight da}'s post 
trauma, when compared to the control group. In the caput-ankle and knee-ankle segment. of the 
deep peroneal nervc motor conduction vdoeit)' was still significantl)' lowered five weeks post 
trauma. 
A rell1arkable finding was that 4-8 da)'s post trauma, the n1J1CV values of the deep peroneal nerve of 
the contmlatem/leg were significantl)' lower thall those of the control group. 
It is concludcd that mllev measurements (in additioll to mechanical testing) can be all important 
taal in the earl)' assessment aud therapy of ftlllctionol instability of the ankle joint. The disadvanta-
ges of mnev assessment for the patients are relath'ely smal! (mllc" measurements are perfornled 
with surface clcctrodes, mean practicalI)' DO e"ira illcoDvenience to the patients, do not take a lot of 
time and can be perfonned within 4-8 da)'s post trauma). 
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The stud)' presented in Chapter 7 can be seen as an extension of the trial presented in chapter 6. To 
know whether the lowered mncv of the peroneal nen'es after inversion trauma was indeed callsed 
by inversion trauma, we needed pre and post trauma mnev values. In 120 recruits of the Dutch 
Royal Army of the superficial and deep peronml nerve mllev was measured shortl)' after entering 
military service (baseline values). Of seven recruits who suffered inversion trauma, mIlev was asses-
sed 4-8,18-22 and 32-36 days post trauma. Post trauma values were compared to baseline, contrala-
teralleg and control group values. Four to eight days post trauma the mnev in the knee-ankle and 
caput fibulae-ankle segments of the deep peroneal nen'e of the injured leg was significantly lower 
than baseline values. In addition we could show that baseline values of reeruits who suftered two or 
more Î1wersion traumas in the past (N=9) were siglliilcantly lower than those of reeruits who had 
suffered na or one lllyersion trauma (N=III). 
It is conluded th.:lt a causal relationship e.xists between inversion trauma and function deficit of the 
deep peroneal nenre and probably a1so of the superficial peroneal ner\'e The findings, are in line 
with (unpublished) f(~sults of mIlC\' measurements in 15 patients suffering from chronic ankle insta-
bility just before reeonstrueti\'e surgery showing a mean mne\' of 18% lower than control group 
values. These findings are astrong indication for a relationship between low mnev of the perolleal 
nerve and ehronic instability of the ankie. 
Because of studies ShOWÎllg that mne\' can be increased by exerdse we performed a trial III which a 
program of e.xeercises intended to Împrove peroneal nerve function and functional stability of the 
ankle in patients sllffering from ehronic ankle instability. 
In Chapter 8 we discuss the anatomical-biomechanical experiments and clinical trials related to the 
influence of posture and motion on peripheralnen'e tension. 
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Houding en beweging vormen de centrale begrippen in dit proefschrift. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de 
relatie tussen deze twee begrippen toegelicht. Tevens wordt het belang van de Anatomie in zowel de 
klinisch-practische als de wetenschappelijk-theoretische benadering van dysfunctie van het hou-
dings- en bewegillgsstelse! besproken. Verschillende vormen van anatomie spelen in deze benaderin-
gen een rol. Grosso modo wordt bij de practische benadering primair de v[aag gesteld: Wat is op 
welke plaats stuk? (topografische anatomie) en bij de theoretische benadering: Waarom is dit stuk? 
en Waarom juist daar? (functionele anatomie). Het belang vall het combineren van praktijk en theo-
rie wordt geïllustreerd met een analyse van structuren die relevant zijn bij (chronische) enkelinsta-
biliteit. Bij deze analyse wordt gebruik gemaakt van het concept van de arthrokinetische reflex. In 
deze reflex speelt de n. perolleus zowel afferent als efferent een grote rol. 
Als uitgangspunt voor de studie naar gewrichtsmobilitcit wordt het begrip 'Range of lvlotion'(Rolvl) 
gebruikt. Voor het bepalen van de RoM wordt normaliter slechts gekeken naar één gewricht. 
Vanzelfsprekend is dit niet, want in het dagelijks leven bewegen we hoogst zelden in één gewricht. In 
dit proefschrift wordt aandacht geschonken aan bewegingspatronen waarbij meerdere gewrichten 
zijn betrokken. Het is de vraag of bij zulke bewegingspatronen de betrokken zenuwen overmatig 
gerekt worden. 
1bt slot wordt besproken in hoeverre zenuwrektesten relevant zijn voor de diagnose van zenuw- en 
plex'llsletsels van de bovenste extremiteit. In dit kader worden de experimenten geïntroduceerd die 
gebruikt werden voor de validiteitsanalyse van deze tests. 
Het effect van gewrichtsposities op zenuwrek zou eigenlijk iu l'i1'o bepaald moeten worden. 
Hiervoor is echter geen methode beschikbaar. Als alternatief komen iu sitll metingen aan ongebal-
semde lichamen in aanmerking. Er zijn echter practische bezwaren tegen het gebruik van onge-
fixeerd menselijk materiaal (tijdsdruk, kans op infecties etc.) Daarom wordt in hoofdstuk 2 het 
effect bestudeerd van balseming op de grootte en de "erdeling van trekkrachten in de n. mediaIllls 
ten gevolge van verschillende gewrichtsposities binnen de normale RoM. Na balseming is de trek-
spanning in het algemeen groter: de zenuw is stijver geworden. Echter, er wordt een sterke positie"e 
correlatie gevonden tussen resultaten verkregen bij ongebalsemde lichamen en die bij gebalsemde 
lichamen. Voor vergelijkende studies naar de verdeling van trekkracht op perifere zenuwen recht-
vaardigt deze bevinding het gebruik van resultaten verkregen van gebalsemde lichamen. 
In hoofdstuk 3 word.t het meetinstrument, de 'buckle force transducer' beschreven waannee de trek-
spanning op perifere zenuwen is gemeten. Tevens wordt de onderzoeksmethode en het ollderzoek-
sprotocol voor de analyse van de distributie van trekspanning op de n. medial1l1s beschreven. 'l\\'ee-
en twintig gewrichtsposities binnen de normale Rol\.J werden gebruikt waaronder één positie 
gedefinieerd als 'Upper Limb 'Iènsion Test' (ULTT) voor de n. ulnaris, één als ULTT voor de radialis 
en twee posities beschreven als UiT!' voor de n.medianus. 
Aangetoond wordt dat krachten, ingeleid aan het distale deel van de zenuw (bijv. door dorsaaIflexie 
van de hand), doorgeleid kunnen worden over de n. medianus tot aan de plexus brachialis. Dit 
gebeurt echter alleen bij volledige extensie van de elleboog. De bevinding dat flexie van de elleboog 
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de spanning in de n. mediamIs significant verlaagd is relevant voor de positie van de arm op de 
infuusplank gedurende een aantal chirurgische ingrepen. Verder is deze bevinding relevant voor de 
diagnose en localisatie van n. mediamIs letsels. Bij gestrekte elleboog geeft dorsaalflexie van de pols 
een toename van trekspanning in de gehele zenuw. Met gebogen elleboog geeft dezelfde polspositie 
alleen spanning in het polsdeel van de 11. medianus. Het is dus in principe mogelijk om met behulp 
van flexie en extensie VJn de elleboog te differentiëren tussen lesies in het proximale en distale deel 
van de n. 111edia11us. 
Hoofdstuk 4 betreft de Anatomische en Biomechanische aspecten van de studie: 'Upper Limb 
Tension Tests as tools in the diagnosis of nerve and plexus lesions' De Nn. mcdiauus, ulnaris en 
radialis werden gerekt m.b.v. rektesten voor deze zenuwen( later door Elvey et al. 'Upper Limb 
Tension 1ests' genoemd) en de resulterende spanning in de betreffende zenuwen en de fascÎCuli van 
de Plexus Brachialis werd gemeten. Het doel van deze studie was tweeledig, nagaan of 
1) de zes ULTT's valide zijn. Het betreft: medianus, ulnaris en radialis ULTT en de zelfde testposi-
ties gecombineerd met contralaterale rotatie en-Iateroflexie van de cervicale wervelkolom 
(ULTT +). Hierbij werd de trekkracht (in N) als effectparameter gebruikt. 
2) trekkrachten, veroorzaakt door de aanbevolen posities,naar proximaal (tot aan de plexus bra-
chialis) worden doorgeleid en zo ja, hoe zij worden verdeeld in de plexus.De studie leverde een 
grote hoeveelheid resultaten op. 
Geconcludeerd werd: 
1) zowel de medianus ULTT als de mediamIs UITT + kunnen gezien worden als sensitie\'e en speci-
fieke tests. Dit geldt niet voor de ULTT en ULTT + van B. ulnaris enn. radialis. 
2) spanning in de zenuwen) opgewekt door bewegingen van de pols, geeft aanleiding tot verhoogde 
spanning in zowel proximaal gelegen delen van de zenuwen als in de fasciclili van de plexus bra-
chialis. 
3) in de plexus brachialis vindt verdeling van trekkrachten plaats waardoor de veel J..'-wetsbaarder 
wortels beschermd worden tegen overmatige trekkrachten. 
4) het is zeer onwaarschijnlijk dat Upper Limb Tension Tests gebruikt kunnen worden om indivi-
duele cervicale wortels selectief te rekken. 
Hoofdstuk 5 betreft deel 11 CFunctional aspects') van de shldie 'Upper limb tension tests as tools in 
the diagllosis of nerve and pleÀlls lesions'. Omdat uit deel J van deze studie bleek dat uitsluitend de 
media11l1s UITT en ULTT + sensitief en specifiek zijn werd in deel II alleen het eftèct van deze testen 
op de 11. medianus functie bij 19 gezonde proefpersonen bepaald. 'Somato Sensor)' Evoked 
Potentials' (SSEP) latentietijden werden als parameter gebruikt om de functie te kwantificeren. 
Daarbij werd de tijd gemeten die verloopt tussen zenuwprikkeling ter hoogte van de pols en de reac-
tie hierop ter hoogte van de plexus Brachialis, de zevende halswervel en de schedel. Vergeleken met 
de uitgangspositie werden ten gevolge van de twee testen significant verlengde SSEP latentietijden 
waargenomen. Verlengde latentietijden zijn in dit verband indicatief voor zenuwverlenging. 
Geconcludeerd wordt dat de mediamis ULTT en ULTT + gebruikt kunnen worden om de n. media-
BUS en de daar aan gerelateerde delen van de plexus brachialis te rekken. 
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In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt beschrewn hoe gebruik gemaakt is van de geleidingssnelheid als pammeter 
voor dysfunctie van de n. peroneus na inversietrauma. Om vast te stellen of na inversietrauma func-
tiestoornissen van de n. peroneus optreden, werd bij 22 patiënten de motorische geleidingssnelheid 
(motor nerye conduction yeloeity, mncv) gemeten in drie delen (segmenten) van de n. peroneus 
superficialis en profundus. De metingen werden verricht 4-8,18-22 en 32-36 dagen na een inversie-
trauma. In het aangedane been was de mnc" in het knie-caput fibulae segment van de n. peroneus 
slIperficialis significant lager dan die yan het contralaterale been en die van een controlegroep. Vijf 
weken na het trauma waren deze waarden weer normaal. In de drie bestudeerde segmenten van de 
n. perOlleus profulld//s wa.s de mnc\' significant lager dan die vall een controle groep. In de segmen-
ten caput fibulae-enkel en knie-enkel was de mnc\' na vijf weken nog steeds verlaagd t.o.y. de con-
trolegroep. 
De conclusie is dat mnc\' metingen in combinatie met de mechanische stabiliteitstesten een waarde-
vol instrument kUllnen zijn in vroege diagnose en therapie van functio1/ele instabiliteit van de enkel. 
De nadelen van Jllnc\' metingen voor de patiënt zijn relatief gering (n1l1cy metingen worden met 
oppervlakte elektrodes uitgevoerd en nemen weinig tijd in beslag) en de mncy kan - in tegenstelling 
tot depolarisatie potentialen - snel na het trauma (4-8 dagen posttrauma) worden bepaald. 
Opmerkelijk was dat 4-8 dagen posttrauma de mllCV waarden van de n.peroneus profundus yan het 
cOlltralaterale been significant lager waren dan die van de mlJfrolegroep. Dit zou kunnen betekenen 
dat a) het trauma ook ook invloed heeft op de geleidingssnelheid van het contralaterale been en/of 
h) reeds voor het bewuste inyersietrauma lage geleidingssnelheden hebben bestaan. Dit laatste zou 
dan zelfs de oorzaak van het trauma kunnen zijn. 
Om vast te kunnen stellen of er een causaal verband is tussen iIwersietrauma en geleidingsstoornis 
yan de n. peroneus is het noodzakelijk om pre én posttrauma waarden te kennen. Daarom werd bij 
120 recruten van de Koninklijke Landmacht de mncv yan de n. perolleus superficialis en profundus 
gemeten tijdens of vlak na de intrede keuring (uitgangs- of 'baseline' waarden). Zie Hoofdstuk 7. 
Van zeven recruten die een inversietrauma kregen werd de mnc\' bepaald, 4-8,18-22 en 32-36 dagen 
posttrauma. Posttrauma waarden werden vergeleken met 'baseline'waarden, waarden yall het c011tr-
alaterale been en met waarden van een controlegroep. Vier tot acht dagen posttrauma was de nUlC\' 
in het knie-enkel en caput fibulae-enkel segment van de n. peroneus profundus significant verlaagd 
t.o.y. 'baseline' waarden. Tevens werd aangetoond dat 'baseline' waarden yan recruten die in het yer-
leden twee of meer inyersietrauIl1a's ondergingen (N=9) een significant lagere mnc\' hebben van de 
n. peroneus profundus dan recruten die geen of een inversietrauma ondergingen in het verleden 
(N=lll). Geconcludeerd wordt dat een causale relatie bestaat tussen inyersietrauma en functie-
stoornissen yan de Il. peroneus profundus en wellicht ook vall de n. peroneus superficialis. De resul-
taten komen overeen met (nog ongepubliceerde) resultaten Yiln mncy metingen bij 15 patiënten 
met chronische instabiliteit van de enkel die al op de operatielijst stonden voor een enkelbandplas-
tiek. Bij deze groep patiënten was de mncy gemiddeld 18% lager dan die yan een vergelijkbare con-
trolegroep. De resultaten van beide studies wijzen op een verband tussen lage mnc" waarden yall de 
n. peroneus en chronische instabiliteit V<ln de enkel. Gesteund door studies die aangeyen dat de 
mllCY beïnvloed kan worden door training is een trial gestart waarin aan patiënten met ernstige, 
chronische enkelinstabiliteit gedurende vier weken protocollair oefentherapie werd aangeboden met 
toenemende intensiteit en moeilijkheid. De voorlopige resultaten zijn zeer bemoedigend. 
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In hoofdstuk 8 worden de anatomisch-biomechanische experimenten en de klinische 'trials' bedis-
cussieerd, van commentaar voorzien en in het kader geplaatst van de iIwloed van houding en bewe-
ging op perifere zenuwspanning, 
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